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"lndustrialization is, I am afraid, going to be a curse for mankind. . . .

God forbid that lndia should ever take to industrialism after the
manner of the west. The economic imperialism of a single tiny island
kingdom (England) is today 119281keeping the world in chains. lf an
entire nation of 300 millions took to similar economic exploitation,
it would strip the world bare like locusts. . . . lndustrialization on a
mass scale will necessarily lead to passive or active exploitation of the
villagers. . . . The machine produces much too fast.,,l

Such were the views of the famous lndian nationalist and spiri_
tual leader Mahatma Gandhi, who subsequently led his country to
independence from British colonial rule by 1947, only to be assassi-
nated a few months later. However; few people anywhere have agreed
with the heroic lndian figure's views on industrialization. since its
beginning in Great Britain in the late eighteenth century, the idea of
industrialization, if not always its reality, has been embraced in every
kind of society, both for the wealth it generates and for the power
it conveys. Even Gandhi's own country, once it achieved its indepen_
dence, largely abandoned its founding father,s vision of small-scale,
village-based handicraft manufacturing in favor of modern industry.
As the twenty-first century dawned, lndia was moving rapidly to
develop a major high-technology industrial sector. At that time, across
the river from the site in New Delhi where Gandhi was cremated in
1948, a large power plant belched black smoke.

N o element of Europe's modern transformation held a greater
significance for the hisrory of humankind than the Industrial

Revolution, which took place initiaþ in rhe cenrury and a half

lndustrial Britain The dirt, smoke, and pollution of early industrial societies are vividly conveyed in this nineteenth-century
engraving of a copper foundry in Wales,
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berween 1750 and 1900. It drew on the Scientific Revolution and accompanied

the unfolding legacy of the French Revolution to utterly transform European

sociery and to propel Europe into a temporary position of global dominance. Not

since the breakthrough of the ,\gricultural Revolution some 1'2,000 years ago had

human ways of life been so fundamentally altered. Also transformed was the human

relationship to the natural world as our species learned to access energy resources

derived from outside of the biosphere-coal, oil, gas, and the nucleus of atoms.

But the Industrial Revolution, unlike its agricultural predecessor, began indepen-

dentþ in only one place, 'Western Europe, and more specifìcally Great Britain'

From there, it spread much more rapidly than agriculture, thollgh very unevenly,

to achieve a worldwide presence in less than 250 years. Far more than Christianity,

democracy, or capitalism, Europe's Industrial Revolution has been enthusiastically

welcomed virtually everywhere.

In any long-term reckoning, the history of industrialization is very much an

unfìnished story. It is hard to know whether we are at the

beginning of a movement leading to worldwide industrial-

izaÍion, stuck in the middle of a world permanently divided

into rich and poor countries, or approaching the end ofan envi-

ronmentally unsustainable industrial erâ. 'Whatever the future

holds, this chapter focuses on the early stages of an immense

transformation in the global condition of humankind'

Explaining the Industrial Revolution
The global context for this epochal economic transformation lies in a very substan-

tial increase in human numbers from about 375 million people in 1400 to about

1 billion in the early nineteenth century. Accompanying this growth in population

\¡/âs an emerging energy crisis, most pronounced in 
.Western 

Europe, China, and

Japan, as wood and charcoal, the major industrial fuels, became scarcer and their

prices rose. In short, "global energy demands began to push against the existing

iocal and regional ecological limits."2 In broad terms, the Industrial Revolution

marks a human response to that dilemma as nonrenewable fossil fuels such as coal,

oil, and natural gas replaced the endlessly renewable energy sources of wind, water,

wood, and the muscle power of people and animals. It was a breakthrough of

unprecedented proportions that made available for human use' at least temporarily,

immensely greater quantities of energy. Sustaining the Industrial Revolution was

another breakthrough, which lay in the exploitation of guano, or seabird excre-

ment, from the islands off the coast of Peru as well as various mineral sources of

nitrates and phosphates in South America and Pacific Oceania. This was an agricul-

tural breakthrough, as these substances made excellent fertilizers, enriching the soils

and enabling highly productive input-intensive farming' In much of -Western

Europe, North America, Australia, and New Zealand, they sustained the produc-
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tion of food to feed both the clrafr animals and the growing human populations of
tire industrializing world.3

All of this wrought, of course, â mounting impact on rhe environment. The
massive extraction of nonrenewable raw materials to feed ancl to fuel industr.ial
machinery-coal, iron ore, petroleum, guano, and much more-altered the land-
scape in many places. Sewers and industrial waste emptied into rivers, turning them
into poisonous cesspools. In 1858, the Thames River rurnning through London
srnelled so bad that the British House of Cornmons hacl to suspend its session.
Smoke from coal-fired industries and domestic use poliuted the air in urban areas
and sharply increased the incidence of respiratory illness. (see the chapter-opening
inrage on page 736.) Against these conditions a number of individuals and small
groups raised their voices. Romantic poets such as W.illiam Blake and'William
Wordsworth inveighed against the "clark satanic rnills" of industrial Englald and
nostalgically urged a return to the "green and pleasant land" of an earlier time. Here

AP@ EXAM TIP
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were early and local signs of what became by the late twentieth century an issue

of unprecedented and global proportions. For mâny historians, the Industrial Rev-

olution narked a new era in both human history and the history of the planet that

scientists increasingly call the Anthropocene, or the "age of man." More and more,

human industrial activity left a mark not only on human society but also on the

ecological, atmospheric, and geological history of the earth'

More imrnediately and more obviottsly, however, access to huge new sources

of energy gave rise to an enormollsly increased output of goods and setwices. In

Britain, where the Inclustrial Revolution began, inclustrial outpllt increased some

fiftyfold between 1750 ancl 1900. It was a wholly unprecedented and pr:eviously

r.rnimaginable jump in the capacity of human societies to produce wealth' Lying

behind it was a great acceleration in the rate of technological innovation, not simply

this or that invention-the spinning jenny, power loonr, steâm engine, or cotton

gil-but a "culture of innovation," a wiclespread and almost obsessive belief that

things could be endlessly improved.

Early signs of the technological creativity that spawned the Industrial Revolu-

tion appear:ed in eighteenth-century Britain, where a variety of innovations trans-

formeci cotton textile production. It was only in the nineteenth century, though,

thar Er.rropeans in general and the British in particular more cleârly forged ahead

of the rest of the world. The great breakthrough was the coal-firecl stearn engine.

which provided an inanimare and almost limitless sollrce of powerbeyond that of
wind, water, or lrruscle and could be usecl to clrive any number of rlachines as well

as locomotives and oceangoing ships. Soon the Industrial Revolution spread beyond

the textile industry to iron ancl steel prodr-rction, railroads and steamships, food

processing, and construction. Later in the nineteenth century, a so-called second

Industrial Revolution focused on chemicals, electricity, precision machinery, the

telegraph and telephone, rubber, printing, and mllch more. Agricuiture too was

affectecl as mechanical reapers, chemical fertilizers, pesticides, and refrigeration trans-

formecl this nost ancient of industries. Technical innovation occurred in more

rnodest ways as well. Patents for horseshoes in the United States, for example, grew

fron fewer than frve per yeâr before 1840 to thirry to forty per year by the end of

the century. Furthermore, industrialization soon spread beyond Britain to conti-

nental'Western Europe and then, in the second half of the century, to the United

States, Russia, and Japan.
In the twentieth century, the Industrial Revolution became global as a number

of Asian, African, and Latin American countries developed substantial industrial

secrors. Oil, natural gas, and nuclear reactions joined coal as widely available sources

of energy, and new industries emerged in automobiles, airpianes, consumer clurabìe

goods, electronics, compllters, and on and ou. It was a cumulative process that,

despite periodic ups ancl downs, accelerated over time. More than anything else,

this continuolls energence of new techniques of production, together with the

massive economic growth they made possible and the environÍlental impact they

generated, marks the past 250 years as a distinct phase of human history.

Take notes on this
excellent summarY

of the first and

second lndustrial
Revolutions.

As always in world
history, when a

process "gOeS

global" like the
lndustrial Revolu-

tion, pay attention
to the social, eco-

nomic, and political

consequences,
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VVW Europe?

The Industrial Revolution has long been a source of great controversy among
scholars. why did ir occur first in Europe? within Europe, why did ir occur earliesr
in Great Brirain? ,\nd why did it take place in rhe late eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries? Some explanations have sought the answer in unique and deeply rooted
features of European sociery, history, or culture. one recent account, for exarnple,
argued that Europeans have been distinguished for several thousand years by a rest-
less, creative, and freedom-loving culture with its roots in the aristocratic warlike
societies of early Indo-European invaders.a While not denying certain distinctive
qualities of the west, many world historians have chalienged views thar seem to
suggest that Europe alone was destined to lead the way to modern economic life.
Such an approach, rhey argue, not only is Eurocentric and deterministic but also
flies in the face of much recent research.

Historians now know that other areas of the world had experienced times
of great technological and scientific flourishing. Between 750 and 1100 c.r., the
Islamic world generated major advances in shipbuilding, the use of rides and falling
water to generate power, papermaking, textile production, chemical technologies,
water mills, clocks, and much more.s India had long been the world center of cot-
ton textile production, the first place to turn sugarcane juice into crystallized sugar,
and the source of many agricultural innovations and mathematical inventions. To
the,\rabs of the ninth century c.¡., India was a "place of marwels."6 More than
either of these, china was clearþ the world leader in technological innovation
between 700 and 1400 c.s., prompting various scholars ro suggesr that china was
on the edge of an industrial revolution by I2O0 or so. For reasons much debated
among historians, all of rhese flowerings of technological creativity had slowed
down considerably or stagnated by the earþ modern era, when the pace of techno-
logical change in Europe began to pick up. But these earlier achievemenrs certainly
suggest that Europe was not alone in its capacity for technological innovation.

Nor did Europe enjoy any overall economic advanrâge as rare as 1750. over the
past several decades, historians have carefully examined the economic conditions of
various Eurasian societies in the eighteenth century and found ,,a world of surpris_
ing resemblances." Economic indicators such as life expectancies, patterns of con-
sumption and nutrition, wâge levels, general living standards, widespread free mar-
kets, and prosperous merchant communities suggest broadly similar conditions
across the major civilizarions of Europe and Asia.7 Thus Europe had no obvious
economic lead, even on the eve of the Industrial Revolution. Rather, accorcling to
one leading scholar, "there existed something of a global economic pariry between
the most advanced regions in the world economy."s

,t final reason for doubting a unique European capacity for industrial develop-
ment lies in the relatively rapid spread of industriai techniques to many parts of the
world over the past 250 years, a fairiy short time by world history standards. Akhough
the process has been highly uneven, industrialization has taken root, to one degree

Guided Reading
Question

T CHANGE

ln what respects did the

roots of the lndustrial Revo-

lution lie within Europe?

ln what ways did that
transformation have global

roots?
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or anorher, inJapan, china, India, Brazil, Mexico, Turkey, Indonesia, South Africa,

Saudi Arabia, Thailand, South Korea, and elsewhere. Such a pattern weakens any

suggestion that European culture or society was exceptionally compatible with

industrial development.

Thus, while sharp debate continues, many contemporary historians are inclinecl

to see the Industrial Revolution erupting rather quickly and quite unexpectedly

between 1750 and 1850 þee Map 17.1). Two intersecting factors help explain why

this process occurred in Europe rather than elsewhere. One lies in certain patterns

ofEurope's internai development that favored innovation. Its many small and highly

competitive states, taking shape in the twelfth of thirteenth centuries, arguably

providecl an "insurance against economic and technological stagnation," which the

larger Chinese, Ottoman, or Mughal empìres perhaps lackecl.e If so, then'Western

Europe's failure to re-create the earlier unity of the Roman Empire may have acted

as a stimulus to innovation.
Furthermore, the relative newness of these European states ând their monarchs'

desperate need for revenue in the absence ofan effective tax-collecting bureaucracy

pushed European royals into an unusual alliance with their merchant classes. Smali

groups of merchanr capitalists might be granted special privileges, monopoiies, or

even tax-collecting respollsibilities in exchange for much-needed loans or payments

to the stâte. It was therefore in the interest of governments to âctiveiy encourage

commerce and innovation. Thus states grânted charters and monopolies to private

trading companies, and governments founded scientific societies and offered ptizes

to promote innovation. In this way, European merchants and other innovators

from the fifteenth century onward gained an unusual degree of freeclom fi'om state

control and in some places a higher social status than their counterparts in llore

established civilizations. In Venice ancl Holland, merchants actually controllecl the

state. By the eighteenth century, major'W.estern Er-rropean societies were highly

commercialized and governed by states generally supportive of private commerce'

In short, they were well on their way toward capitalist economies-where buying

and selling on the market was a widely established practice-before they experi-

enced industrialization. Such internally competitive economies, coupled with a

highly competirive system of rival states, arguably fostered innovation in the new

civilization taking shape in'Western Europe.

Europe's societies, of course, were not alone in developing market-based econ-

omies by the eighteenth century. Japan, India, ancl especiaily China were likewise

highly commercialized or market driven. Flowever, in the several centuries after

1500, Western Europe was unique in a second way. That region alone "found itself

at the hub of the largest and most varied network of exchange in history."10 \I/ide-

spread contâcr with culturally differenc peoples was yet anothel factor that his-

torically has generated extensive change and innovation. This new global network,

largely the creation of Europeans themselves, greatly energized cornmerce and

brought Europeans into direct contacr with peoples around the world.

Government tax
policies are an

important continu-
ity since the earliest

days of civilization.
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Map 17.1 The Early Phase of Europe's lndustrial Revolution
From its beginning in Great Britain, industrialization had spread by 1B5O across Western Europe to
include parts of France, Germany, Belgium, Bohemia, and ltaly.

For example, Asia, home to the world's richest and mosr sophisticated socieries,
was the initial destination of Europeân voyages of explorarion. The German phi-
losopher Gottfried Wilhelm Lelbniz (1646-1716) encouragedJesuit missionaries in
China "not to worry so much about getting things European to the chinese but
rather about getting remarkable Chinese inventions to us."11 Inexpensive and well-
made Indian textiles began to flood into Europe, causing one English obserwer to

EXPLAINING THE INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 743
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nore: "Almost everything that used to be made of wool or silk, relating either to

dress of rhe women or. ih. fr.niture of our houses, was supplied by the Indian

ftade."lz The competitive stimulus of these Indian cotton textiles was certainly one

factor driving innovation in the British textile industry' Likewise, the populariry of
Chinese porcelain andJapanese lacquerware prompted imitation and innovacion in

England, France, and Holland.13 Thus competition from desirable, high-quality,

and newly available Asian goods played a role in stimulating Europe's Industrial

Revolution.
In the Americas, Europeans found a windfall of silver that allowed them to

operate in Asian markets. They also found timber, fish, maize, potatoes, and much

else to sustain a growing population. Later, slave-produced cotton supplied an

emerging textile industry with its key râw material at low prices, while sugar, simi-

larþ produced with slave labor, furnished cheap caiories to European workers.

"Europe's Industrial Revolution," concluded historian Peter Stearns, "sternmed in

great part from Europe's abilify to draw disproportionately on world resources."14

The new societies of the Americas further offered a growing market for European

machine-produced goods and generated substantial profits for European merchants

and entrepreneurs. None of the other empires of the early modern era enriched

their imperial heartlands so greatly or provided such a spur to technological and

economic growth.
Thus the intersection of new, highly commercialized, competitive European

societies wìth the novel global network of their own making provides a context

for understanding Europe's Industrial Revolution. Commerce and cross-cultural

exchange, acting in tandem, sustained the impressive technological changes of the

fìrst industrial societies.

Guided Reading

Question

I COMPARISON

What was distinctive about

Britain that may helP

explain its status as the

breakthrough point of the

lndustrial Revolution?

WW Brítaín?

If the Industrial Revolution was ini.tially a'W'estern European phenomenon gener-

ally, it clearþ began in Britain in particular. The world's first Industrial Revolution

unfolded spontaneously in a country that concentrâted some of the more generai

features ofEuropean society. It was both unplanned and unexpected'

With substantial imperiai possessions in the Caribbean, in North,\merica, and,

by the late eighteenth century, in India as well, Britain was the most highly com-

mercialized of Europe's larger countries. Its landlords had long ago "enciosed"

much agricultural land, pushing out the small farmers and producing for the market.

,\ series of agricultural innovations-crop rotation, selective breeding of animals,

lighter plows, higher-yielding seeds-increâsed agricultural output, kept food prices

low, and freed up labor from the countryside. The guilds, which earlier had pro-

rected Britain's urban artisans, had largely disappeared by the eighteenth century,

allowing employers Co run their manufacturing enterprises as they saw fìt. Coupled

with a rapidly growing population, rhese processes ensured a ready supply of indus-

trial workers who had few alternatives available to them. Furthermore, Bricish aris-
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tocrats, unlike their counterparts in Europe, had long been interested in the world
of business, and some took part in new mrning and manufacturing enterprises. Brit-
ish commerce, moreover, extended around the world, its large merchant fleet pro-
tected by the Royal Navy. The wealth of empire and global commerce, however,
were not themselves suflìcient for spawning the Industrial Revolution, for Spain,
the earliest beneficiary of Arnerican wealth, was one of the slowest-industrializing
European countries into the twentieth century.

British political life encouraged commercialization and economic innovation.
Its policy of religious toleration, formally established in 16gg, welcomed people
with technical skills regardless of their faith, whereas France's persecution of its
Protestant minoriry had chased out some of its most skilled workers. The British
government favored men of business with tariffß that kept out cheap Indian textiles,
with laws that made it easy to form companies and to forbid workers, unions, with
roads and canals that helped creâte a unified internal market, and with patent laws
that serwed to protect the interests of inventors. Checks on royal prerogative-trial
by j.try and rhe growing aurhoriry of parliament, for example-provided a freer
arena for private enterprise than elsewhere in Europe.

Europe's Scientific Revolution also took a distinctive form in Great Britain in
ways that fostered technological innovation.15 

.W'hereas 
science in continental

Europe was largely based on logic, deduction, and marhemâtical reasoning, in Brit-
ain it was much more concernecl with observation, experiment, precise measure-
ments, mechanical devices, and practical commercial applications. This kind of
science played a role in the invention and improvement of the steam engine. Even
though most inventors were artisans or craftsmen rather than scientists, in eigh-
teenth-century Britain, they were in close contact with scientists, makers of scien-
tific instruments, and entrepreneurs, whereas in continental Europe these groups
were largely separate. The British Royal Sociery, an associarion of ,,natural phi-
losophers" (scientists) established in 1660, saw its role as promoting .,useful knowl-
edge." To this end, it established "mechanics' libraries," published broadsheets
and pamphlets on recent scientific advances, and held frequent public lectures ancl
demonstrations. The integration of science and technology became widespread
and permanent after 1850, but for a century before, it was largely a British
phenomenon.

Finally, several accidenrs of geography and history contributed something to
Britain's Industrial Revolution. The country had a ready supply of coal and iron
ore, often located close to each other and within easy reach of major industrial
centers. Although Britain took part in the wars against Napoleon, the country,s
island location protected it from the kind of invasions that so many continental
European states experienced during the era of the French Revolution. Moreover,
Britain's relatively fluid society allowed for acljustments in the face of social changes
without widespreacl revolution. By the time the dust settled from the immense
disturbance of the French Revolurion, Brirain was well on its way to beconring the
world's first indusrrial society.
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The First Industrial SocietY
'Wherever it took hold, the Industrial Revolution generated, within a century or

less, an economic miracle, at least in comparison with earlier technologies. The

British textile industry, which used 52 million pounds of cotton in 1800, consumed

588 million pounds in 1850. Britain's output of coal soared from 5.23 million tons

in 1750 to 68.4 million tons a cenrury larer.lr' Railroads crisscrossed Britain and

much of Europe like a giant spider web (see Map 17.1, page 743). Most of this

dramatic increase in production occurred in mining, manufacturing, and services.

Thus agriculture, for millennia the overwhelmingly dominant economic sector in

every civilization, shrank in relative importance. In Britain, for exarnple, agricul-

ture generated only 8 percent of national income in 1891 and employed fewer than

8 percent of working Britons in t9L4. Accompanying this vast economic change

was an epic transformation of social life. "In two centuries," wrote one prominent

historian, "daily life changed more than it had in the 7,000 years before."17 Nowhere

were the revolutionary dimensions of industrialization more apparent than in Great

Britain, the world's first industrial sociery.

The social transformation of the Industrial Revolution both destroyed and cre-

ated. Referring ro rhe impact of the Industrial Revolution on British sociely, his-

torian Eric Hobsbawm wrote: "In its initial stages it destroyed their old ways of
living and left them free to discover or

make for themselves new ones, if they

could and knew how. But it rarely told

them how to set about it."18 For many

people, it was an enormously painful,

even traumatic process, full of social

conflict, insecuriry, and false starts as

well as ne\Ã/ opportunities, an eventually

higher standard of living, and greater

participâtion in public life. Scholars, pol-

iticians, journalists, and ordinary people

have endlessly debated the gains and

losses associated with the Industrial Rev-

olution. ,\mid the controversy, how-

ever, one thing is clear: not everyone

was aflected in the same waY.

--'11-:.-î' '\-
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Railroads
The popularity of railroads, long a symbol of the lndustrial Revolution, is illustrated in this

early nineteenth-century watercotor, which shows a miniature train offered as a paid amuse-

ment for enthusiasts in London's Euston Square. (Richard Trevithick's Ra¡lroad, Euston Square in

/80g by Thomas Rowlandson [1756-18271/Science lVuseum, London, UK/Brldgeman lmages)

The Brítösh Arístocrøcy

Individual landowning aristocrats, long

the dominant class in Britain, suflered

little in material terms from the Indus-

trial Revolution. In the mid-nineteenth



century, a few thousand families still owned more than half of the cultivated land
in Britain, most of it leased to tenant farmers, who in turn employed agricultural
wage laborers to work it. Rapidly growing population and urbanizarion susrained a

demand for food products grown on thât land. For mosr of the nineteenth century,
landowners continued to dominate the British Parliament,

As a class, however, the British aristocracy declined as a resuit of the Industrial
Revolution, as have large lanclowners in every industrial sociery. As urban weaith
became more importanr, landed aristocrats had to rnake way for the up-and-coming
businessmen, manufacturers, and bankers, newly enriched by the Industrial Revo-
lution. The aristocracy's declining political clout was demonstrared in rhe 1840s
when high tariffs on foreign agricultural imports, designed ro prorecr rhe inreresrs
of British landlords, were fìnally abolished. By the end of the century, landown-
ership had largely ceased to be the basis of great wealth, and businessmen, rarher
than aristocrats, led the major political parties. Even so, the titled nobiliry of dukes,
earis, viscounts, and barons retained great social prestige and considerable personal
wealth. Many among them found an outlet for their energies and opportunities for
status and enrichment in the vast clomains of the British Empire, where they went
as colonial administrators or settlers. Famously described as a "system of outdoor
relief for the aristocracy," rhe empire provided a cushion for a declining class.

The Mí¡lille Cløsses

Those who benefited most conspicuously from industrialization were members of
that amorphous group known as the middle class. ,\t its upperlevels, this middle class

contained extremely wealthy factory and mine owners, bankers, and merchants.
Such rising businessmen readily assimilated into aristocratic life, buying counrry
houses, obtaining seats in Parliament, sending their sons to oxford or Cambridge
university, a'd gratefully accepting titles of nobility from eueen vicroria.

Far more nlrmerolrs were the smaller businessmen, doctors, lawyers, engineers,
teachers, journalists, scientists, and other professionals required in any industrial
society. Such people set the tone for a distinctly middle-class sociery with its own
values and outlooks. Politically they were liberals, favoring consrirutional govern-
ment, private property, free trade, and social reform within limits. Their agitation
resulted in the Reform Bill of 1832, which broadened the right ro vote ro many
men of the middle class, but not to middle-class women. Ideas of thrift and hard
work, a rigid moraliry, and cleanliness characterized middle-class culture. The cen-
tral value of that cukure was "respectability," a terrrr that combined notions of
social status and virtuous behavior. Nowhere were these values more effectively
displayed than in rhe Scorsman Samuel smiles's farnous book setf-Heþ, published
in 1859. Individuals are responsible for their own destiny, Smiles argued. An hour
a day devoted to selÊimprovenent "would make an ignorant man wise in a few
years." According to Smiles, this enterprising spirit was whar clistinguished the
prosperous middle ciass fìom Britain's poor. The misery of the poorer classes was
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The lndustrial Middle Class

This late nineteenth-century painting shows a prosperous French middle-class family, attended by a setuanl (Fan¡ly

Reun¡on at the Home of Madame Adolphe Brisson, 1893, by Marcel André Baschet I l 862-'t 941 l/Château de Versailles, France/

Giraudon/Bridgeman lmages)

"voluntary and selÊimposed-the results of idleness, thriftlessness, intemperance,

and misconduct."le'Women in such middle-class families were increasingly cast as

homemakers, wives, and mothers, charged with creating an emotional haven for

their men and a refuge from a heartless and cutthroat capitalist world. They were

also expected to be rhe moral centers of family life, the educators of "respectabil-

ity," and the managers of household consumption as "shopping"-a ne\¡/ concept

in eighteenth-century Britain-became a central activiry for the middle classes. An

"ideology of domesticiry" defined homemaking, child rearing, charitable endeav-

ors, and "refined" activities such as embroidery, music, and drawing as the proper

sphere for women, while paid employment and the public sphere of life outside the

home beckoned to men.

Male eiites in many civilizations had long established their status by detaching

women from productive labor. The new wealth of the Industrial Revolution now



allowed larger numbers of families to aspire to that kind of status. With her husbapd
as "provider," such a woman was now a"lady." "She must not work for profit,,'
wrote the Englishwoman Margaretta Gregin 1853, "or engage in any occuparion
that money can commancl."20 Employing even one servant became a proud marker
of such middle-class status. But the withdrawal of middle-class women from the
labor force turned out to be only a temporary phenomenon. By the late nineteenth
century, some middle-class wol-nen began to enter the teaching, clerical, and nurs-
ing professions, and in the second half of the twentieth cenrury, educatecl middle-
class women floodecl into the labor force. By contrast, the withdrawal of children
from productive labor into schools has proved a more enduring phenomenon as

industrial economies increasingly required a Írore educated workforce.
As Britain's industrial economy matured, it also gave rise to a sizable lower

middle class, which included people empioyed in the growing service secror. as

clerks, salespeople, bank tellers, hotel stafl secreraries, telephone operators, police
officers, and the like. By the end of the nineteenth century, this growing segllrent
of the middle class represenred abour 20 percent of Britain's population and pro-
vided new employment opportunities for worlen as well as men. In just rwenry
years (1881-1 901), the number of female secreraries in Britain rose from 7,000 to
90,000. Almost all were single and expected to return to the home after marriage.
Telephone operarors had initially been boys or men, but by the end of the nine-
teenth century in both Britain ancl the United States that work had beco¡re a

wholly female occupation. For both men and women, such employrnenr repre-
sentecl a claim on membership in the larger micldle class and a neans of distinguish-
ing thernselves clearly from a working class tainted by manual labor. The mounting
abiliry of these midclle classes to consurne all manner of material goods-and their
appetite for doing so-was among the factors that sustained the continuing growth
of the indust rializing process.

The Laboríng Classes

The overwhelming majoriry of Britain's nineteenth-century population-some 70
percent or more-lvere neither aristocrats nor members of the miclclle classes.
They were manual workers in the mines, ports, factories, construction sites, work-
shops, and farms of an industrializing J3ritain. Although their conditions varied
considerably and changed over tine, it was the laboring classes who suffered ¡rost
and benefited least from the epic transformations of the Industrial Revolutiol.
Their efforts to accommodate, resist, protest, and change those conditions coptrib-
uted much to the texture of rhe first inclustrial sociery.

The lives of the laboring classes were shaped pri'rarily by the 'ew working
conditions of the inclustrial era. Chief among those conditions wâs rapid urbaniza-
tion. Liverpool's population alone grew lìom 17,000 to 400,000 in the fìrst hatf of
the nineteenth century. By 1851, a majority of llritain's population livecl in towps
ancl cities, an enormolls change fi'om the over-whelmingly rural life of almost all
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previous civilizations. By the end of the cen-

tury, London was the world's largest city,

with more than 6 million inhabitants.

These cities were vâstly overcrowded

and smoky, with wholly insufiìcient sanita-

tion, periodic epidemics, endless row houses

ancl warehouses, few public serwices or open

spaces, and inadequate and often-polluted

water supplies. This was the environment in
which most urban workers lived in the first

half of the nineteenth century. By 1850, the

average life expectancy in England was only

39.5 years, less than it had been soûte three

centuries earlier. Nor was there much per-

sonal contact between the rich and the poor

of industrial cities. I3enjamin Disraeli's novel

Sybl/, published in 1845, clescribed these two
ends of the social spectrum as "two nations

between whom there is no intercourrse and

no sympâthy; who are ignorant of each oth-
er's habits, thoughts and feelings, as if they

were dwellers in different zones or inhabi-

tants of different Planets."
The industrial factories to which grow-

ing numbers of desperate people looked for

The Urban poor of lndustrial Britain employment offered a work environment far

Thisl366political cartoonshowsanimpoverishedurbanfamilyforcedtodrawits different fiom the artisan's shop or the ten-

|lffi:?,ffiî.i:l:::||iil,l,g[iåi,,iff,,l,Tture 
or Death operates the a'r's rar'r. Long hours, row wages, and chilcl

labor were nothing new for the poor, but the

routine and monotony of work, dictated by the factory whistle and the needs of
machines, imposed novel and highly unwelcome conditions of labor. Also objec-

tionable were the direct and constant supervision and the rurles and fìnes aimed at

enforcing work discipline. The ups and downs of a capitalist economy made indus-

trial work insecure as well as onerous.

In the early decades of the nineteenth century, Britain's industrialists favored

girls and young unmarried women as employees in the textile mills, for they were

often willing to accept lower wages, while male owners believed them to be both

docile and more suitable for repetitive tasks such as tending machines. (See Zoom-

ing In: EllenJohnston, page 152.) A gendered hierarchy of labor emerged in these

factories, with men in supervisory and more skillecl positions while women occll-

pied the less skilled and "lighter" jobs that offered little opportuniry for advance-

ment. Nor were women welcome in the unions that eventually offerecl men some

ability to shape the conditions under which they labored.



Thus, unlike their middle-class counterparts, mâny girls and young women of
the laboring classes engaged in industrial work or found jobs as domestic servants for
upper- ancl middle-class families to suppleÍnent meager family incomes. But after
marriage, they too usually left outsicle paid employment because a man who could
not support his wife was widely considered a failure. \Mithin the home, however,
many working-class women continued to earn money by taking in boarders, doing
laundry, or sewing clothes in addition to the domestic and child-rearing responsi-
bilities long assigned to women.

Socíøl Protest

For workers of the laboring classes, industrial life "was a stony desert, which they
had to make habitable by their own efforts."2r Such efforts took many forms. By
1815, abor-rt i million workers, mosdy artisans, had created a variery of "friendly
societies."'with dues contributed by members, these working-class selÊhelp groups
provided insurance against sickness, a decent funeral, and an opportunify for social
life in an otherwise-bleak environment. Other skilled arrisans, who had been dis-
placed by machine-produced goods and forbidden ro organize in legal unions,
sometimes wrecked the offending machinery and burned the mills that had raken
their jobs. (See Zooming In: The E'glish Luddites and Machine Breaking, page
758.) The class consciousness of working people was such that one police infor¡rer
reported that "most evely creature of the lower order both in town and country are
on their side."22 others acred within the political arena by joining movemenrs
aimed at obtaining the vote for working-class rnen, a goal that was gradually
achieved in the second half of the nineteenth century. When trade unions were
legalized in 1824, growing numbers of facrory workers joined rhese associations
in their efforts to achieve better wages and working conditions. Initially their
strikes, attempts at nationwide organization, and threat of violence made them fear-
ful indeed to the upper classes. One British newspaper in 1834 described unio¡s as

"the rnost dangerous institutions that were ever permitted to take root, under shel-
ter of law, in any country,"23 although they later became rather more "respectable"
organizations.

Socialist ideas of various kinds gradually spread within the working class, chal-
lenging the assumptions of a capitalist sociery. Robert owen (17i1_rg5ï), a wealthy
British cotton textile manufacturer, urged the creation of small industrial commu-
nities where workers and their families would be well treated. He established one
such community, with a ten-hour workday, spacious housing, decent wages, and
education for children, at his mill in New Lanark in Scotland.

of more lasting significance was rhe socialism of Karl Marx (1818-1883). Ger-
man by birth, Marx spenr much of his life in England, where he wirnessed the brutal
conditions of Britain's Industrial Revolution and wrote voluminously about his-
tory and economics. His probing analysis led him to the conclusion that industrial
capitalism wâs an inherently unstable system, doomed to collapse in a revolutionary
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Ellen Johnston,
Factory Worker and Poet

B
orn around 1835 to a

working-class family in an

industrializing Scotland, Ellen

Johnston worked in a varietY of
textile mills throughout her life,

lived as a single mother', and, most

unusually, became a published poet

with a rnodest local repr.rtation.

Through her brief autobiograPhy

and her poetly, we can catch a

glimpse of one working-class

wonân's experience during Brit-
ain's Industrial Revolution.2a

Shortly after her birth, Ellen's

father, a stonemâson, decided to

emigrate to America. Her ulother,

however, refused to join hirn ancl

Guided Reading

Question

4'ir - ii.¡\lì(ií
How did Karl Marx under-

stand the lndustrial

Revolution? ln what waYs

did his ideas have an impact

in the industrializing world

of the nineteenth centurY?
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a love affair that left her a single

nlother at age seventeen. None-
theless, in a time of expanding

literacy, Ellen read widely, call-

ing herself a "selÊtaught scholar."

She especially liked to reacl "love

¿rdventures" and developed a

ronrantic inrage ofherselfas a

"heloine of the modern sryle."

She also began to write poetry for
the "penny press," inexpensive

newspapers of the region.

Ellen's troublecl horre life made

her resistant to the emerging ideol-
ogy of domesticiry, which defined

women's roles as tranquil honle-

makers, wives, and mothers, a

returned with her young daughter A young British woolen factory vier'v that was taking holcl even

to her father's house, where she *o.k", in"a setting similar to thai in within the working classes by the

supported her small family as â which Ellen Johnston labored. rnid-nineteenth century. "Fallen

dressmaker. Ellen remembered u's¡1s11"-¡þose who gave birth

rvith pleasure those early yelrs, in which she wandered outside o[marriage-were considered beyond the con-

the area with her doll and her dog. When she was eight, fines of "true womanhood" and were generally expected

her mother rer-¡arried, to an abusive man who forced to withdraw frorn public life in disgrace. EllenJohnston,

young Ellen into factory work a ferv years later. "No lan- however, was unrepentânt. "l did not . . . feel inclined to

guâge can paint the suffering," she wrote about her step- die," she wrote, "when I could no longer conceal what

father, "which I afterwards endured fì'otn tny tomentor."
She repeatedly ran away fronl his honte and entered iuto photo: Science and Society/SuperStock

upheaval that woulcl give birth to a classless socialist society, thus ending forever the

ancient conflict between rich and poor. (See Working with Evidence, page 775,

for the various voices of a socialist tradition inspired by Marx.)

In his writings, the combined impact of Europe's inclustrial, political, and sci-

enrifìc revolutions found expression. Industrialization created both the social con-

ditions against which Marx protested so bitterly ancl the enormoLls wealth he felt

wollld make socialism possible. The French Revolution, still a living meurory in

Marx's youth, provided evidence that grand upheavais, giving rise to new societies,

hacl in fact taken place and could do so again. Moreover, Marx regarded himself as

a scienrist, cliscovering the laws of social development in murch the same fashion as



the world falsely calls a woman's shame." Descriptions
of home life in her writing are almost always negative.
Referring to her aunt's marriage to an alcoholic, she

wrote: "Now the dark cup of sorrow embitters thy life /
To a hard hearted drunkard, ah! thou art a wife."

Johnston supported herselfand her daughter by
working intermittently in the rextile mills of indusrrial
Scotland, occasionally withdrawing for heakh reasons

or to write poetry rhat she signed as "the factory girl."
Through her poetry, Johnston mâde clear her awareness

of the inequalities and exploitation of industrial life,
writing in one poem: "It is the puir [poor] man's hard-
won toil that fìlls rhe rich man's purse . . . / Whar care
the gentry if they're well, though all the poor would
die." Another poem urged unionization for boatbuilders
and boilennakers.

In response to industrial misery, however, Johnston
did not advocate for socialism or revolutionary upheaval.
Rather, she implicitþ called on rhe "masrer" of the mill
to behave in a benevolent fashion toward his employees
and to create within the factory a sense of community.
A,t times she recited her poetry ar factory-organized gath-
erinç, sornetimes toasting the owner: "May he still have
wealth; may we still have health / To remain his servants
of toil."

On a personal level, this "factory girl" stood up for
herself, at one point taking her foreman to court to
recover a week's wages when she was fired without
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notice. But it was within the factory, nor rhe family, that

Johnston found emotional and personal satisfaction. In
the mills, she discovered camaraderie, an emotionâl and
spiritual home, and a starus higher than that of domesric
labor, which was rhe lot of so many young working-class
women. Celebrating one of the factories where she
worked, Johnston proclaimed: "I would nor leâve rhee,
dear beloved place / A. crown, a sceptre, or a throne to
grace,/To be a queen-the nation's flag unfurl-,/
A thousand times I'd be a Factory Girl!"

Johnston had hoped ro make her living as a poer and
thus escape the poverry to which factory wages con-
demned her. She did receive occasional financial supporr
from upper-class benefactors, including a small gift from
Queen Victoria, and a published collection of her work
appeared in 1867. She was, however, aware thar borh
class and gender made it diñìcult for her to win accep-
tance among middle- and upper-class members of the
literary establishment, a recognition expressed in her
writing. "I am so small I cannor shine/Anidst the
great that read rny rhyme." In 1870, only a year after
the publication ofthe second edition ofher book of
poetry, she had to apply for "poor relie{," and in 1874,
EllenJohnston died in a Scottish poorhouse, not yer
forry years ofage.

Question: How would you describe Ellen Johnston's outlook on

industrial Britain?

Newton discovered the laws of motion. His was therefore a "scientific sociâlism,"
embedded in these laws of historical change; revolution was a certainty and the
socialist future was inevitable.

It was a grand, compelling, prophetic, *topian vision of human freedom and
community-and it inspired socialist movements ofworkers and intellectuals amid
the grim harshness of Europe's industrialization in the seconcl half of the nineteenth
century' Socialists established political parties in most European stares ancl linked
thern together in international orgânizations as well. These parties recruited mem-
bers, contesced elections as they gainecl the right to vote, agitated for refor-ms, and
in some câses plotted revolution.

You will see AP@

exam questions on
Marx's economic
theories and the¡r
effects.

APO EXAM TIP
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The Socialist 0utlook
This 1 9 1 1 poster was first published in the newspaper of the lndustrial Work-

ers of the World, a radical American trade union organization. lt illustrates a

socialist perspective on cap¡talist societies' At the bottom of the pyramid, sup-

porting the entire social edifice, are the workers, while above them are arrayed

ihe various oppressive layers of the social hierarchy: the bourgeoisie, the police

and militias, religious figures, and state officials. (From Pyramid of Capitalßt Syt

rem, issued by Nedìlkovich, Brashick and Kuharich, Cleveland Ilnternat¡onal Publishing

Company, 1 91 1 l/photo: ìAM/akg-images)

In the later decades of the nineteenth century,

such ideas echoed among more radical trade union-

ists and some middle-class intellectuals in Britain,

and even more so in a rapidly industrializing Ger-

many and elsewhere. By then, however, the Brit-
ish working-class movement was not overtly revo-

lutionary. When a working-class political parry,

the Labour Parry, was established in the 1890s, it
advocated a reforrnist program and a peaceful dem-

oc:ratic transition to socialism, largely rejecting the

class struggle and revolutionary emphasis of clas-

sical Marxism. Generally known as "social democ-

racy," this approach to socialism was especially

prominent in Germany during the late nineteenth

century and spread more widely in the twentieth

century when it came into conflict with the more

violent and revolutionâry movements calling them-

selves "communist."
Improving material conditions during the sec-

ond half of the nineteenth century helped move

the working-class movement in Britain, Germany,

and elsewhere av/ay from a revolutionary posture'

Marx had expected industrial capitalist societies to

polaúze into a small wealthy class and a huge and

increasingly impoverished proletariat. FIowever,

standing between "the captains of industry" and

the workers was a sizable middle and lower middle

class, constituting perhaps 30 percent of the popu-

lation, most of whom v/ere not reaþ wealthy but

were immensely proud that they were not manual

laborers. Marx had not foreseen the development of this intermediate social group,

nor had he imagined that workers could better their standard of living within a

capitalist framework. But they did. \Vages rose under pressure from unions; cheap

imported food improved working-class diets; infant mortality rates fell; and shops

and chain stores catering to working-class families multiplied. As English male work-

ers gradually obtained the right to vote, politicians had an incentive to legislate in

their favor, by abolishing child labor, regulating factory conditions, and even, in

1911, inaugurating a system of relief for the unemployed. Sanitary refor:rn consider-

ably cleaned up the "fìlth and stink" ofearþ nineteenth-century cities, and urban

parks made a modest appearance. Contrary to Marx's expectations, capitalist socie-

ties demonstrated some capacity for reform.

Further eroding working-class radicalism was a growing sense of nationalism,

which bound workers in particular countries to their middle-class employers and

AP EXAI\4 TIP



compatriots, offsetting to solrre extent the economic and social antagonism between
them. when world war I broke our, rhe "workers of the world," far from uniting
against their bourgeois enemies as Marx had urged them, insteacl set offto slaughter
one another in enormous numbers on the battlefields of Europe. National loyalry
had trumped class loyalry.

Nonetheless, âs rhe twentieth century dawned, industrial Britain was hardly a
stable or contented society. Immense inequalities still separated the classes. Some
40 percent of the working class continued to live in conditions then described as
"poverry." A mounting wave of strikes from 1910 to 1913 testified to the inte¡siry
of class conflict. The Labour Parry was becoming a major force in parliament.
Some socialists and some feminists were becoming radicaTizeð,. "'W'isps of violence
hung in the English air," wrote Eric Hobsbawm, "symptoms of a crisis in economy
and sociery, which rhe fco'nrry's] selÊco'fident opulence . . . couid not quite
cotlceal."25 The world's first industrial society remained cfissatisfied and conflictecl.

It was also a society in economic decline relative to industrial newcomers such
as Germany and the United States. Britain paicl a price for its early lead, for its busi-
nesslllen became committed to machinery that became obsolete as the century
progressed. Latecomers invested in more modern equipment and in various ways
had surpassed the British by the early rwenrieth cenrury.

Europeøns ín Motíon
Europe's Industrial Revolution promptecl a massive migratory process that uprooted
many millions, setting them in motion both internally anci around the globe. Within
Europe itself, the ntovement of men, women, ancl fàmilies fìom the countrysicle ro
the cities involved half or more of rhe region's peopre by the micl-nineteenth cen-
tury. More significant for world history was rhe exodus berween 1g15 and 1939 of
fulry 20 percenr of Europe's population, some 50 to 55 mirlion people, who left
honre for the,\mericas, Australia, New Zealand, South Aftica, and elsewhere (see
Map 17.2). They were pushecl by poverry, a rapidly growing population, and the
displacernent of peasant farming and artisan manufacturing. And they were pulled
abroad by the enorûtous demand for labor overseâs, the ready availability of lancl in
sotne places, and the relativeiy cheap transportation of railroads and steamships. But
not all found a satisfâctory life in their new homes, and perhaps 7 million returnecl
to Europe.26

This huge process hacl a transformative global impact, temporarily increasipg
Europe's share of the worlcl's population and scattering Europeans around the
world. In i800, less than 1 percent of the total world population consisted of over-
seas Europeans and their descendants; by 1930, they represented 11 percent.2T In
particulâr regions, the impact was profouncl. Australia and New zealand became
settler colonies, or,rtposts of European civilization in the Sourh Pacific that over-
whelmed their native populations through conquesr, acquisition of their lands,
and disease. In Australia, the initiai settlers derived from the unwantecl of British
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Map 17.2 European Migration in the lndustrial Age

The lndustrial Revolutlon not only transformed European soclety but also scattered millions of

Europeans to the far corners of the world.

sociefy: convicts were sentenced to penal colonies on the island continent, ând

by 1867 over 165,000 of them had arrived. By the end of the nineteenth century,

New Zealand's European population, based on immigration of free people, out-

numbered the native Maori by 700,000 to 40,000. Smaller numbers of Europeans

found their way ro Sourh Africa, Kenya, Rhodesia, Algeria, and elsewhere, where

rhey injeded a sharp racial divide into those colonized territories.

But it was the Americas that felt the brunt of this huge movement of people.

Latin America received about 20 percent of the European migratory stream, mostly

from ltaly, Spain, and Porrugal, with Argentina and Brazil accounting for some 80

percent of those immigrants. Considered "white," they enhanced the social weight

ãf ,h. Errropean element in those countries and thus enjoyed economic advantages

over the mixed-race, Indian, and African populations'

In several ways the immigrant experience in the United States was distinctive.

It was far larger and more diverse than elsewhere, with some 32 miilion newcomers

arriving from all over Europe between 1820 and 1930. Furthermore, the United
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States offered affordable land to many and industrial jobs ro many more, neither of
which was widely available in Latin America. Ând the United Srares was unique
in turning the imrnigrant experience into a national myth-that of the melting
pot. Despite this ideology of assirnilation, the earlier immigrants, mostly Prores-
tants from Brirain and Germany, were anything but welcoming to Catholics and
Jews from Southern and Eastern Europe who arrived later. The newcomers were
seen âs distinctly inferior, even "un-American," and blamed for crime, labor unrest,
and socialist ideas. Nonetheless, this surge of immigration contributed nr"uch to the
westward expansion of the United Stâtes, to the establishment of a European-
derived culture in a vast area of North ,tmerica, and to the displacement of the
Native American peoples of the region.

In the vast domâins of the Russian Empire, a parallel process of European
migration likewise unfolded. After the freeing of the serß in 1861, sorne 13 miliion
Russians and ukrainians migrated to Siberia, where they over-whelmed the native
population of the region, while millions more setled in cenrral Âsia. By the end
of the century, narive Siberians rotaled only 10 percenr of that region's population.
The availability of land, the prospect of greater fieedom from tsarist restrictions and
from the exploitation of aristocratic landowners, and the construction of the trans-
Siberian railroad-all of this facilitated the continued Europeanization of Siberia.
As in the united States, the Russian government encouragecl and aided this pro-
cess, hoping to forestall chinese pressures in the region and relieve growing popu-
lation pressures in the more densely settled western lands of the empire.

Variations on a Theme: Industrialization
in the United States and Russia
Not for long was the Industrial Revolution confined to Britain. It soon spreacl to
continental 'Wesrern Europe, and by the end of the nineteenth century it was well
under way in the united States, Russia, and Japan. The globalizarion of industri-
alization had begun. Everywhere it took hold, industrialization bore a range of
broadly similar olrtcomes. New technologies and sources of energy generated vast
increases in production and spawned an unprecedented urbanization as well. Class
structures changed as âristocrats, artisâns, and peasants declined as classes, while the
middle classes and a factory working class grew in numbers ancl social prorninence.
Middle-class women generally withdrew fìo'r paid iabor aitogether, and their
working-class counteryarts sought to do so after marriage. 'Working 

women usually
received lower wages than their male counterparts, had diflìculry joining unions,
and were accused of taking jobs from men. 'Working-class frustration and anger
gave rise to trade unions and socialist movements, injecting a new element of social
conflict into industrial societies.

Nevertheless, different histories, cultures, and societies ensured that the Indus-
trial Revolution unfolded variously in the diverse countries in which it became

Always pay special
attention to discus-

sions of comparisons
in world history.
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The En$lish Luddites
and Machine Breakin$

If you do Not Cause those

Dressing Machines to be

Remov'd Within the Bounds

of Seven Days . . . Your fac-

tory and all that it Contains

Will and Shall SurelY Be Set

on fire . . . it is Not our Desire

to Do you the Least Injury,

But'We are fully Determin'd

to Destroy Both Dressing

Machines and Steam Looms.28

l'l erween 1811 and 1813, this

El un¿ of warning was sent

to hundreds of English work-
shops in the woolen and cotton

Luddites smashing a loom.

press it, more than it was then

devoting to the struggle against

Napoleon in continental

Europe. And a new law, rushed

through Parliament as ân "emer-

gency measure" in 1812, made

those who destroyed mecha-

nized looms subject to the

death penalry. Some sixty to

seventy alleged Luddites were

in fact hanged, and sometimes

beheaded as well, for machine
.' breaking.

In the goveming circles of
England, Luddism was widely
regarded as blind Protest, an

industry, where more efiìcient machines, some of them

steam powered, threatened the jobs and livelihood of
workers. Over and over, that threat was carried out as

well-organized bands of skilled artisans destroyed the

offending machines, bumed buildings, and on occasion

âttacked employers. These were the Luddites, taking

their name from a mythical Robin Hood-like figure,

Ned Ludd. A song called "General Ludd's Triumph"

expressed their sentiments: "These Engines of mischief

were sentenced to die/By unanimous vote of the Trade/

And Ludd who can all opposition defy'/ was the Grand

executioner made."

So widespread and serious was this Luddite uprising

that the British government sent 12'000 troops to sup-

outrageous, unthinking, and futile resistance to Progress.

It has remained in more recent times a term of insult

applied to those who resist or reject technological inno-

vation. And yet, a closer look suggests that we might

view that movement with some symPathy as an under-

standable response to a painful transformation of sociel

life when few alternatives for expressing grievances were

available.

At the time of the Luddite uprising, England was

involved in an increasingly unpopular war with Napo-

leon's France, and mutual blockades substantially reduced

trade and hurt the textile industry. The country was also

photo: @ Mary Evds Picture Library/Almy

established. Differences in the pace and timing of industrialization, the size and

shape of major industries, the role of the stâte, the political expression of social

conflict, and many other factors have made this process rich in comparative possi-

bilities. French industrialization, for exâmple, occurred more slowly and perhaps

less disruptively than did that of Britain. Germany focused initially on heavy in-

dustry-iron, steel, ând coal-rather than on the textile industry with which Brit-

ain had begun. Moreover, German industrialization was far more highly concen-

trated in huge companies called cartels, and it generâted a rather more militant and

Marxist-oriented labor movement than in Britain.

758
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in the earþ phase of an Industrial Revolution in which
mechanized production was replacing skilled artisan
labor. Âll of rhis, plus some bad wearher and poor har-
vests, combined to generate real economic hardship,
unemployment, and hunger. Bread riots and various
protests against high prices proliferated.

Furthermore, English elites were embracing new
laissez-faire, or free market, economic principles, which
eroded customary protections for the poor and working
classes. Over the previous several decades, many laws that
had regulated wages and apprenticeships and prohibited
certain labonaving machines had been repealed, despite
repeated workers' appeals to Parliament to maintain some
minimal protecrions for their older way of life. A further
act of Parliament in 1799 had forbidden trade unions and
collective bargaining. In these circumstances, some form
ofdirect action is hardly su¡prising.

At one level, the Luddite machine-breaking move-
ment represented "collective bargaining by riot," a way
of pressuring employers when legal negotiations with
them had been outlawed. And the issues involved more
than labonaving machines. Luddites also argued for price
reductions, minimum wages, and prohibitions on the
flooding oftheir industry by unapprenticed workers.
They wanted to rerum ro a time when "full fashioned
work at the old fashioned price is est¿blished by custom
and law," according to one of their songs. More gener-
ally, Luddites sought to preserve elements of an older
way of life in which industry existed to provide a live-

lihood for worken, in which men could take pride in
their craft, in which govemmenr and employen felt some
patemalistic responsibility ro the lower classes, and in
which joumeymen workers felt some bonds of attach-
ment to a larger social and moral order. All of this was
rapidly eroding in the new era ofcapitalist industriaüza-
tion. In these ways, the Luddite movement looked
backward to idealized memories of an earlier time.

And yet in other ways, the rebels anticipated the
future with their demands for minimum wage and an end
to child labor, their concem about inferior-qualiry prod-
ucts produced by machines, and their desire to organize
trade unions. Ât the height of the Luddite movemenr,
some among them began to move beyond local industrial
âction toward a "generaì insurrection" that might bring
real political change to the entire country. In one letter
from a Luddite tn 7872, the writer expressed ..hope for
assistance from the French emperor [Napoleon] in shak-
ing offthe yoke of the rottenest, wickedest, and most
tyranious govemment that ever existed." He continued,
"Then we will be govemed by a just republic."

A,fÌer 1813, the organized Luddite movemenr faded
away. But it serves as a cautionary reminder that what is

hailed as progress claims victims as well as beneficiaries.

Questions: To what extent did the concerns of the Luddites come
to pass as the lndustrial Revolution unfolded? How does your
understanding of the Luddites affect your posture toward tech-
nolog¡cal change in our time?

Nowhere were the variations in the industnalizingprocess more apparent than
in those two vast countries that lay on the periphery of Europe. To the .west âcross
the Atlantic ocean \Mâs the united States, a young, vigorous, democratic, expand-
ing country, populated largely by people of European descent, arong with a sub-
stantial number of slaves of African origin. To the east was Russia, with its Eastern
orthodox christianity, an autocratic tsar, a huge population of serß, and an empire
stretching across all of norrhern Âsia. In the 1830s, the French obserwer Alexis de
Tocqueville famously commented on these two emerging giants in his book Democ-
racy in America:
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The Anglo-American relies upon personal interest to accomplish his ends and

gives free scope to the unguided strength and common sense of the people; the

Russian centers all the authoriry of society in a single 
^rrn. 

. '. Their starting-

point is different and their courses are not the same; yet each of them seems

markecl out by the will of Heaven ro swây the destinies of half the globe.

By the eârly twentieth century, his prediction seemed to be coming true. Industri-

alizationhad turnecl the United States inlo a major global power and had spawned

in Russia an enormous revolutionary upheaval that made that country the first out-

post of global comlnunisnl.

Guided Reading

Question

The uníteil støtes : Inilus tr íølíz øtíon wíthout s o cíølí sm

American industrialization began in the textile factories of New England during

rhe 1820s but grew explosiveiy in the half century following the Civil'War (1861-

1865) þee Map 17.3). The country's huge size, the ready availability of natural

resources, its expanding domestic market, and its relative political stability com-

bined to make the United States the world's leading industrial power by L914' At

that time, it produced 36 percent of the world's manufactured goods, compared to

16 percent for Gerrnany, 14 percent for Great Britain, and 6 percent for France.

Furthermore, U.S. industÅalizatton was closely linked to that of Europe. About

one-third of the capital investment that financed its remarkable growth came from

British, French, and German capitalists. But unlike Latin America, which also received

rnuch foreign investment, the United States was able to use those funds to generate

an independent Industrial Revolution of its own.

As in other second-wâve industrializing countries, the U.S' government played

an important role, though less directþ than in Germ.any orJapan. Tax breaks, huge

grants of public iand to the railroad companies, laws enabling the easy formation of
corporations, and the absence of much overt regulation of industry all fostered the

rise of very large business enterprises. The U.S. Steel Corporation, for example, by

1901 had an annualbudget three times the size of that of the federal government.

In this respect, the United States followed the pattefn of Germany but differed

from that of France and Britain, where family businesses still predorninated.

The United States also pioneered techniques of mass production, using inter-

changeable parts, the assembly line, and "scientifìc management" to produce for a

mass market. The nation's advertising agencies, Sears Roebuck's and Montgonery
'Ward's mail-order catalogs, and urban departrnent stores generated a middle-ciass

"culture of consumption." When the industrialist Henry Ford in the early twen-

tieth century began producing the Model T at a price that many ordinary people

could afford, he famously declared: "I am going to democratize the automobile."

More so than in Europe, with its aristocratic traditions, selÊmade American indus-

trialists of fabulous wealch such as Henry Ford, Andrew Carnegie, and John D.

r COMPARISON

What were the dilferences

between industrialization

in the United States and

that in Russia?
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Map 17.3 The tndustrial united states in 1900
By the early twentieth century, manufacturing industries were largely in the Northeast and Midwest,
whereas mining operations were more w¡dely scattered across the country.

Rockefeller became culturâl heroes, widely admired as models of what anyone
could achieve with daring and hard work in a land of endiess opportuniry.

Nevertheless, well before the first Model T rolled off the assembly line, seri-
ous social divisions of a kind common to European industrial societies mounted.
Preindustrial Âmerica had boasted of a relative social equaiiry, quire unlike that of
Europe, but by the end of the nineteenrh cenrury a widening gap separated the
classes. In carnegie's Homestead steel plant near pittsburgh, employees worked
every day except christmas and the Fourth ofJuly, often for tweive hours a day. In
Manhattan, where millions of European immigrants disembarked, many lived in
five- or six-story buildings wirh four families and two toilets on each floor. I' every
large ciry, such conditions prevailed close by the mansions of elite neighborhoods.
To some, the contrast was a betrayal of American ideals, while others saw it as a
natural outcome of competition and "the survival of the fittest.,,

Guided Reading
Question

¡ EXPI-ANATION

Why did Marxist socialism

not take root in the United

States?
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,\s elsewhere, such conditions generated much labor protest, the formation of
unions, and strikes, sometimes leading to violence. In 1877, when the eastern rail-

roads announced a 10 percent wage cut for their workers, strikers disrupted rail

setvice across the eastern half of the collntry, smâshed equipment, and rioted' Both

state militias and federal troops were called out to put down the movement' Class

consciousness and class conflict were intense in the industrial America of the late

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Unlike in many European countries, however, no major political parfy emerged

in the United States to represent the interests of the working class. Nor did the

ideas of socialism, especially those of Marxism, appeal to American workers nearly

as much as they did to European laborers. At its high point, the Socialist Parry of
America garnered jusr 6 percent of the vote for its presidential candidate inthe 1'91'2

election, whereas socialists at the time held more seats in Germany's Parliament

than any other parry. Even in the depths of the Great Depression of the 1930s, no

major socialist movement emerged to champion American workers. How might

we explâin this distinctive fearure of American industrial development?

One answer iies in the relative conservatism ofmajor American union organiza-

tions, especially the ,tmerican Federation of Labor' Its focus on skilled workers

excluded the more radical unskilled laborers, and its refusai to align with any party

limited its influence in the political arena. Furthermore, massive immigration frorn

Europe, beginning in the 1840s, created a very diverse industrial labor force on top

of the country's sharp racial divide. This diversity contrasted sharply with the more

homogeneous popuiations of many European countries. Catholics and Protestants;

whires and blacks; English, Irish, Germans, Slavs,Jews, and Italians-such differ-

ences undermined the class solidarity of American workers, making it far more

difiìcult to sustain class-oriented political parties and a socialist labor movement.

Moreover, the country's remarkable economic growth generated on average a

higher standard of living for American workers than their European counterparts

experienced. Land was cheaper, and home ownership was more available' Workers

with properry generally found socialism less attractive than those without. By 1910'

a particularly large group of white-collar workers in sales, services, and ofiìces out-

numbered factory laborers. Their middle-class aspirations further diluted impulses

toward radicalism.

But political challenges to rhe abuses of capitalist industrialization did arise. In the

1890s, among small famers in the U.S. South, West, and Midwest, "populists" railed

against banks, industrialists, monopolies, the existing money system, and both major

political parries, all ofwhich they thought were dominated by the corporate irlterests

of the eastern elites. More successful, especially in the early twentieth century, were

the Progressives, who pushed for specifrc reforms, such as wages-and-hours legis-

lation, better sanitation standards, antitrLlst laws, and greâter governmental inter-

vention in the economy. Socialism, however, came to be defìned as fundamentally

"un-American" in a country that so valued individualism and so feared "big gov-

ernment." It was a distinctive feature of the Americân response to industrialization.
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Ru s sí ø : In ilus tr í alí z atío n and Reu olutí o n
As a setting for the Inclustrial Revolution, ir would be harcl to inagine two rnore
different environments than the United States and Russia. If the United States was
the'Western world's most exuberant democracy cluring the nineteenth century, Rus-
sia remained the sole outpost of absolute monarchy, in which the state exercised far
greater control over individuals and society than anywhere in the 'Western world.

At the beginning of the twentieth century, Russia still had no narional parlia-
ment, no legal political parties, and no nationwide elections. The tsar, answerable
to God alone, ruled unchecked. Furthermore, Russian society was dominated by a
titled nobility of various ranks. Irs upper ievels includecl grear landowners, who
furnished the state with military oI1ìcers and leacling governnenr ofiìcials. Until
1861, most Russians were peâsant serß, bound to the estâtes of their masters, sub_
ject to sale, greatly exploited, and largely at the mercy of their owners. A vast cul*
tural gulf separated these tr¡'o classes. Many nobles were highly wester¡ized, some
speaking French better than Russian, whereas their serß were steeped in a back-
woods Orthodox Christianity that incorporated pre-Christian spirits, spells, curses,
and magic.

A further difference between Russia and the Unitecl States lay in the source of
sociai and economic change. In the United States, such change bubbled up from
society as fiee farmers, workers, and businessmen sought ne\M opportunities a¡ci
operated in a political systen that gave them varying degrees of expression. In auro_
cratic Russia, change was far more often initiated by the state itsel{ in its continuing

Russian Serfdom
This nineteenth-century cartoon by the French art¡st Gustave Doré shows Russian noblemen gambling with tied
bundles of stiff serfs. Serfdom was not fina lly abolished in Russia until 1 861 . (The Granger coilãction, Nyc - AIt righrs
reserved)
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Guided Reading
Question

efforts to catch up with the more powerful and innovative states of Ellrope' This

kind of "transformation from above" found an early expression in the reign of Peter

the Great (r.1689-1725). (See Chapter 13, page 576') Such state-directed change

continued in the nineteenth century with the freeing of the serß in 1861, an âction

stimulated by military defeat at the hands of British and French forces in the

Crimean War (1854-1856). To many thoughtful Russians, serftlom seemecl incom-

parible with modern civilization and helcl back the country's overall development,

as did its economic and industrial backwardness. Thus, beginning in the 1860s,

Russia began a progrâm of industrial development, which was nore heavily directed

by rhe srate than was the case in'Western Europe or the united States.

By the 1890s, Russia's Industrial Revolution was launched and growing rapidiy.

It focused particularly on railroads and hear,ry industry and was fueled by a substan-

rial amount of foreign investment. By 1900, Russia rankecl fourth in the world in

steel procluction and had major industries in coal, textiles, and oi1. Its inclustrial

enterprises, still modest in comparison to those of Europe, were concentrated in a

few major cities-Moscow, St. Petetsburg, and Kiev, for example-and took place

in factories far larger than in most of 
'W'estern Europe'

All of this contributed to the explosive social outcomes of Russian industrializa-

tion. A growing midclle class of businessmen and professionals increasingly took

shape. ,\s modern and educated people, many in the middle class objected strongly

ro the deep conselvarism of tsarist Russia and sought a greater role in political life,

but they were also dependent on the state for contracts and jobs and for suppressing

the growing radicalism of the workers, which they greatþ Gared. Although factory

workers constituted only about 5 percent of Russia's totai population, they quickly

developed a radical class consciousness, based on harsh conditions and the absence

of any legal outlet for their grievances. As in 'Western Europe, millions flocked

to the new centers of industrial development. By 1897, over 70 percent of the

population in Moscow and St. Petersburg were recent migrants from the rural

areas. Their conditions of life resembied those of industrial migrants in New York

or Berlin. One observer wrote: "People iive in impossible conditions: filth, stench,

suffocating heat. They lie down together barely a few feet apart; there is no division

berween the sexes and adults sleep with children."2e Until 1897, a thirteen-hour

working day was common, while ruthless discipline and overt disrespect from super-

visors created resentment. In the absence of legal unions or political parties, these

grievances often erupted in the form oflarge-scale strikes'

In these conditions, a small but growing number of educated Russians found in

Marxist socialism a way of understanding the changes they witnessed daily as well

as hope for the future in a revolutionary upheaval ofworkers. In 1898, they created

an illegai Russian Social-Democratic Labor Parry and quickly became involved

in workers' education, union organi zing, a;nd, eventually, revoiutionary action. By

the early twentieth century, the strains of rapid change and the state's continued

intransigence had reached the bursting point, and in 1905, following its defeat in a

tt i f l/\¡l{,L
What factors contributed to

the making of a revolution-

ary situation in Russia bY

the beginning of the twen-

tieth century?

Comparative
responses to the
lndustrial Revolution

are a popular toPic

on the AP@ exam.

AP{' EXAM TIP
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naval war with Japan, Russia erupted in spontaneous
insurrection (see Map 17.4). 'Workers 

in Moscow and
St. Petersburg went on strike and created their own
representâtive councils, called soviets. peasant upris_
ings, student demonstrations, revolts of non_Russian
nationalities, and mutinies in the military all contrib_
uted to the upheaval. Recently formed political par_
ties, representing intellectuals of various persuasions,
câllte out into the open.

The 1905 revolution, though brutally suppressed,
forced the tsar's regime to make more substantial
reforms than it had ever contemplated. It granted a

constitution, legalized both trade unions and political
parties, and permitted the election of a national assem_
bly, called the Duma. Censorship was eased, and plans
were under way for universal primary education.
Industrial development likewise conrinued at a rapid
rate, so that by 1914 Russia srood fifth in the world in
terms of overall ourpur. But in the first half of that
year, solxe 1,250,000 workers, representing about 40
percent of the entire industrial workforce, went out
on strike.

Thus the tsar's limited political reforms, which
had been granted with great reluctance and were
often reversed in practice, failed to tame working_
class radicalism or to bring social stability to Russia. In
Russian political life, the people generally, and even
the middle ciass, had only a very lirnited voice. Rep_

Map 17 .4 lndustrialization and Revolution in Russia, ,l905

Only rn Russia did industrializat¡on lead to violent revolutionary
upheavals, both in 1905 and more successfully in 1917.

liürtttrFîil
Pay attention to this
latest example of
causes of the fall of
a major empire, as

this is an example
of continuity over
time.

resentâtives of even the privileged classes had become so alienated by the govern_
ment's intransigence that many felt revolution was inevitable. Various revolution-
ary groups, many of them socialist, published pamphlets and newspapers, organized
trade unions, and spread their messages among workers ,rrd p..r.rrtr. particularly in
the cities, rhese revolutionary parries had an impact. They provided a ranguage
through which workers could express their grievances; they created lirrks amorrg
workers from different factories; and they furnished leaders who were abie to act
when the revolutionary moment arrived.

world war I provided that moment. The enormous hardships of that war,
coupled with the immense social tensions ofindustrial izationwithin a still-autocratic
politicai sysrem, sparked rhe Russian Revolution of 1917 (see chapter 21). That
massive upheaval quickly brought ro power rhe mosr radical of the stciarisr groups
operating in rhe counrry-rhe Bolsheviks, led by the charismatic Vladimir Ilyich
Ulyanov, better known as Lenin. Only in Russia was industrialízation associated
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What was common to industrialization
everywhere, and in what ways did it var¡¡

from place to Place?

Make sure You studY

the ways the lndus-

trial Revolution

affected regions

beyond EuroPe and

the United States

because theY are

frequently found

on the AP@ exam.

with violent social revolution. This was the most clistinctive

feârure of Russia's modern historical clevelopment. Ancl only in

Russia was a socialist poiitical party, inspired by the teachings

of Ikrl Marx, able to seize power, thus launching the modern

worlcl's fìrst socialist society, with enormous implications for

the twentieth centllrJ.

The Industrial Revolution and Latin America
in the Nineteenth CenturY
Beyoncl the world of Europe ancl North America, onlyJapan underwetrt a mrjot

industrial transformation cluring the nineteenth century, patt of that country's over-

all response to the threat of European aggression' (See Chapter 19' pages tl52-60'

for a more cletailed examination ofJapan's industr:ialization') Elsewhel-e-in colo-

nial India, Egypt, the Ottoman Empire, China, ancl Latin America-very modest

."p.rir-t].er-tt, in -od.r,1 inclustry were undertaken, but nowhere dicl they drive the

klnd of major social transformarion that had taken place in Britain, Europe, North

America, anclJapan. However, even in societies that clid not experience their own

Industdal Revolution, the profound impact of European ancl North American

industrialization was hard to avoid. Such was the case in Latin America during the

nineteenth cenrury. (See Snapshot, opposite, for the globai economic divisions that

accompanied industrialization')

After Inileytendence ¡n Latín Amerícø

The srruggle for independence in Latin America hacl lastecl far longer and proved

far more destr-uctive than in North ,\merica. Decimated populations, diminished

herds of livestock, floocled or closed silver mines, abancloned farms' shrinking inter-

national trade and investment capital, and empty national treasuries-these were

the conditions that greered Latin Americâns Llpon independence. Furthermore, the

four major adminisrrarive uni.ts (viceroyalties) ol Spanish Amefica ultimately dis-

solved into eighteen sepafate countries, ancl regional revolls wrackeci Brazil in the

early decades of its independent 1ife. A number of international wars in the post-

independence centllry likewise shook these new nations. Peru and tsolivia briefly

united and then broke apart in a bitter conflict (1s36-i839); Mexico lost huge

terrirories to rhe lJnired st.t., (1u46-1 848); ancl an aliiance of Argentina,Braztl,

and \Jrr-rguay \A'7ent to war with Paraguay (1864-1iì70) in a conflict that devastated

Paraguay's small PoPr'rlation.
'Within these new countries, political life was turbulent ancl unstable' Conser-

vatives favored centralizecl ¿llithotity and sought to maintain the social statLls quo

of the coioni.al era in alliance with the Catholic Churrch, which at independence

owned perhaps half of all productive land. Their often-bitter opponents were liber-

a1s, who attackecl the church in the name of Enlightenm-ent values, sought at least
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SNAPSHOT The tndustrial Revolution and the Global Divide

During the nineteenth century, the lndustrial Revolution generated an enormous and unprece-
dented economic division in the world, as measured by tñe share of manufacturing output.
What patterns can you see in this table?3o

SHARE OF TOTAT WORLD MANUFACTURTNG OUTPUT (percentage)

1750 1800 1860 1880 1900

EUROPE AS A WHOTE 23.2 28.1 53.2 61.3 62.0

United Kingdom 1.9 4.3 19,9 22.9 18.5

France 4.0 4.2 7.9 7.8 6.8

Germany 2.9 3.5 4.9 8,5 13.2

Russia 5,0 5.6 7.0 7.6 8,8

UNITED STATES 0.1 0.8 7.2 14.7 23.6

JAPAN 3.8 3.5 2.6 2.4 2.4

THE REST OF THE WORLD 73.0 67.7 36.6 20.9 11.0

China 32.8 33.3 19.7 12.5 6.2

South Asia (lndia/Pakistan) 24.5 19.7 8.6 2.8 1.7

modest social reforms, and preferred federalism. In many countries, conflicts between
these factions, often violent, enabled military srrongnen known as caudillos (kaw-
DEE-yo$ to achieve power as defenders of order and properry, although they too
succeeded one another with great frequency. one of them, ,tntonio López de Santa
Ânna of Mexico, was president of his country at least nine separate times between
1833 and 1855. constirutions too replaced one anorher with bewildering speed.
Bolivia had ten constiturions during the nineteenth century, while Ecuador and
Peru each had eight.

Social life did not change fundamentally in rhe afrermath of independence. As
in Europe and North America, women remained disenfranchised and wholly
outside of formal political life. Slavery, it is true, was abolished in most of Latin
America by midcentury, although it persisted in both Brazil and Cuba until the lare
1880s. Most of the legal distinctions among various racial categories also disap-
peared, and all free people were considered, at leasr offìcially, equal citizens. Never-
theless, productive economic resources such as businesses, ranches, and plantations
remained ove'whelmingly in the hands of creole white men, who were culturally
oriented toward Europe. The military provided an avenue of mobiliry for a few
skilled and ambitious mestizo men, some of whom subsequentþ became caudillos.
Other mixed-race men and women found a place in a small middle class as teachers,

AP.' EXAM TIP
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shopkeepers, or artisans. The vast majoriry-blacks, Inclians, and many rlixed-race

people of both sexes-remâined impoverished, working small subsistence farms or

laboring in the mines or on the haciendas (ah-see-EHN-duhz) (plantations) of the

well-ro-do. Only rarely dict the poor and dispossessecl actively rebel against their

social betters. One si.rch case was the Caste War of Yucatán (1847-1901), a pro-

longecl struggle of the Maya people of Mexico, aitled at cleansing their lancl of

European and mestizo intruders.

Guided Reading

Question

Facíng the Worlil EconomY

During rhe second half of rhe nineteenth centuly, a Íneâsllre of political consolida-

tion took hold in Latin America, and countries such as Mexico, Peru, and Argen-

tina enterecl periocls of greater stability. At the same time, Latin America as a whole

became rlore closely integratecl into a wor1c1 econolny driven by the industrializa-

rion of 'Western Europe and North America. The new technology of the steamship

cut the sailing tir-ne between tsritain and Argentina almost in half, while the under-

water telegraph instantly brought the latest news and fashions of Europe to Latin

Arnerica.

The mosr significant economic oLltcorne of this growing integration was a rapid

growth of Latin American exports to the industrializing countries, which now neecled

the food products, raw materials, ancl markets of these new nalions. Latin American

landowners, businessmen, and governments proved eager to supply those neecls,

ancl in the sixty years or so after 1850, an export boom increased the value of Latin

American goods sold abroad by a factor of ten'

Mexico continued to produce large amounts of silvet, providing more than half

the world's new supply unril 186i1. Now added to the list of raw materials flowing

out of Latin America wefe copper fron Chile, a metal that the growing electrical

industty required; tin fron Bolivia, which met the mounting demand for tin cans;

and nirrares ñ.om chile and guano (bircl dropping$ from Peru, both of which were

used for fertilizer. Wild rubber frorn the Amazon rain forest was in great demand

for bicycle and automobile tires, as was sisal from Mexico, used to r.nake bincler

twi¡e for the proliferating mechanical harvesters of North America. Bananas fi'om

Central America, beef from Argentina, cacao fiom Ecuador, coffee from Brazil and

Guatemala, and sr-rgar from Cuba also found eager markels in the rapiclly growing

and increasingly prosperous wor-ld of industrializing countries. In return for these

primary products, Lati.n Americans imported the textiles, machinery, tools, weap-

ons, and luxury goods of Europe and the United States (see Map 17'5)'

Accompanying this burgeoning comûrerce was large-scale investt-nent of Euro-

pean capital in Latin America, $10 billion alone between i870 and 1919. Most of

this capital came frorn Grear Britaiu, which investecl more in Argentina in the late

nineteenth centltry than in its colony of India, although France, Germany, Italy,

a'd rhe United States also contributecl to this substantial fìnancial transfer. By 1910'

U.S. business interests controlled 40 percent of Mexican properry and produced

.lt i 1 ìì 1f,¡i I r jr ,;r

ln what waYs was Latin

America linked to the

global economy of the

nineteenth centur1l, and

what was the imPact of

these links?

Pay attention to
the economic and

soc¡al connections
between several

world regions on

Map 17.5.
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U.S. Interventions
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Map 17.5 Latin America and the World, 1825-.t935
During the n¡neteenth and early twentieth centuries, Latin American countries interacted with the
industrializing world via investment, trade, immigration, and mil¡tary ¡ntervention from the United
States.
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half of its oil. Much of this capital was used to build railroads, largely to funnel

Latin American exports to the coast, where they were shipped to overseâs markets.

Mexico had only 390 miles of railroad in 1876; it had 15,000 miles in 1910. By

1915, Argentina, with 22,000 miles of railroad, had more track per person than the

Unitecl States had.

Guided Reading

Question

Becoming líke EuroPe?

To the economic elites of Latin America, intent on making their countries resemble

Europe or the ljnited States, all of this wâs progress. In some respects' they were

sureþ right. Economies were growing, producing more than ever before. The pop-

ulation was also burgeoning; it increased from about 30 million in 1850 to more than

77 million in1.91"2as public health measures (such as safe drinkingwâter, inocr-ila-

tions, sewers, and campaigns to eliminate mosquitoes that carried yellow fever)

brought down death rates.

urbanization aiso proceeded rapidly. By the eârly twentieth century, wfote one

scholar, "Lattn,\merican cities lost their colonial cobblestones, white-plastered

walls, and red-tiled rooß. They became modern metropolises, comparable to urban

giants anywhere. Streetcars swayed, telephones jangled, and silent movies flickered

from Montevideo and Santiago to Mexico City and Havana."31 Buenos Aires,

Argentina's merropolitan cenref, boasted 750,000 people in 1900 and billed itself as

rhe ,.Paris of Sourh America." There the educated elite, jr-rst like the English, drank

tea in the afrernoon, while discussing European literature, philosophy, and fashion,

usually in French.

To become more ìike Europe, Latin America sought to attract more Europeans.

Because civilization, progress, and moderniry apparently derived from Europe,

many Latin American countries actively sought to increase their "white" popula-

tions by deliberately recruiting impoverished Europeans with the promise, mostly

unfulfìlled, of a new and prosperous life in the New world. Argentina received the

largest wave of European immigrants (some 2.5 million between 1870 and 1915)'

-Ãrty from Spain and Ita\. Brazil and Uruguay iikewise attracted substantial num-

bers of European newcomers.

oniy a quite modest segment of Latin American society saw any great benefits

from the exporl boom and all that followed from it. Upper-class landowners cer-

tainly gained as exporrs flourished and their property values soared- Micldle-class

urban dwellers-merchants, office workers, lawyers, and other professionais-also

grew in numbers and prosperiry as their skills proved valuable in a modernizing

sociery. As a percentage of the total population, however, these were narrow elites.

In Mexico in the mid-1890s, for example, the iandowning upper ciass made up no

more than 1 percent and the middle classes perhaps 8 percent of the population'

Everyone 
"1r. 

*., lower class, and most of them were impoverished'32

A new but quite small segment of this vast lower class emerged arnong urban

workers who laborecl in the railroads, ports, mines, and a few factories' They ini-

I COMPARISON

Did Latin America follow or

diverge from the historical

path of Europe during the

nineteenth centurY?
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tially organized themselves in a variety of rnurual aid societies, but by the end of the
nineteenth centluy they were creâting unions ancl engaging in strikes. To authori-
tarian governments interesred in stabiliry and progress, such activity was highly
provocâtive and threatening, ancl they acted harshly to crush or repress unions ancl
strikes. ln 1906, the Mexican clictator Porfirio Díaz invited the Arizona Rangers ro
sllppress a strike at Cananea, near the U.S. borcler, ân action that resultecl in dozens
of deaths. The following year in the chilean city of lquique, more than 1,000 men,
women, and children were slaughtered by police when nitrate miners protested
their wages and working conditions.

The vast majority of the lower class lived in rural areas, where they suffered the
most and benefited the least fiom the export boom. Government attacks on com_
llunal landholding and peasant indebtedness to wealthy lanclowners combiped to
push many farmers off their land or into remore a'd poor areas where they could
barely make a living. Many wound up as dependent laborers or peons on the haci-
endas of the wealthy, where their wages were often too ,'reager to support a farnily.
Thus wotrren and children, who hacl earlier remained at home to tend the famiiy
plot, were required to join their menfolk as field laborers. Many immigranr Iraiian
farmworkers in Argentina and Brazil were unabie to acquire their own farrns, as
they hacl expected, and so driftecl into rhe
growlng c1tles or returned to ltaly.

Although local proresrs and violence
were frequent, only in Mexico did these
vast inequalities erupt into a nationwide
revolution. There, in the early twentieth
centluy, midclle-class reformers joined with
workers and peasants to overthrow the
long dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz (r. 1876-
1911). 'What followed was a decade of
bloody conflict (1910-1920) rhar cosr
Mexico some 1 million lives, or roughly 10
percent of the population. Huge peasant
armies uncler charismatic leaders such as

Pancho Villa and Emiliano Zapata helped
oust Díaz. Intent on seizing land and redis-
tributing it ro the peasânts, they then went
on to attack many of Mexico's large haci-
endas. But unlike the leaders of the later
Rr,rssian and Chinese revoiutions, whose
most raclical elements seized state power,
Villa and Zapata proved unable ro clo so
on a long-term basis, in part because they
were hobblecl by factionalism and fbcused
on local or regional issues. Despire this

Be able to compare
features of the
Mexican Revolution
and earlier Euro-
pean revolutions.

The Mexican Revolution
Women were active partici-
pants in the Mexican Revolu-

tion. They prepared food,
nursed the wounded, washed

clothes, and at times served as

soldiers on the battlefield, as

illustrated in this cover image

from a French magazine in
'1 9 1 3. (O Archivio tconografico,

5,4./Corbis)
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limitation and its own internal conflicts, the Mexican Revolution transformed

the country. when the dust settled, Mexico had a new constitution (1917) that

proclaimed universal male suffrage; provided for the redistribution of land; stripped

the catholic church of any role in public education and forbade it to own land;

announced unheard-of rights for workers, such as a minimum wage and an eight-

hour workday; and placed restrictions on foreign ownership of properry. Much of

Mexico's history in rhe rwenrieth century involved working out the implications

of these nationalist and reformist changes. The revolution's direct influence, how-

ever, was largely limited to Mexico itself and a few places in central America and

the Andes; the upheaval did not have the wider internationai impact of the Russian

and Chinese revolutions.

Perhaps the most significant outcome of the export boom lay in what dtd not

happen, for nowhere in Latin,\merica did it jump-start a thorough Industrial Rev-

otrrtion, despite a few factories that processed foods or mânufactured textiles, cloth-

ing, and building materials. The reasons âre many. A social structure that relegated

sole 90 p....ni of its popularion to an impoverished lower class generated only a

,r.ry ,-.il market for manufactured goods. Moreover, economically powerful

groqps such as landowners and cattlemen benefìted greatly from exporting agricul-

tural products and had little incentive to invest in manufacturing. Domestic manu-

facturing enrerprises could only have competed with cheaper and higher-qualiry

foreign goods if they had been protected for a time by high tariffs. But Latin Ameri-

can poliiical leaders had thoroughly embraced the popular European doctrine of

p.orp".ity through free trade, and many governments depended on taxing imports

to fì1I their treasuries.

Insteâd of its own Industrial Revolution, Latin Americans developed a form of

econcimic growth that was largely financed by capital from abroad and dependent

on European and North American prosperiry and decisions. Brazil experienced this

kind of dependence when its booming rubber industry suddenly collapsed in 1910-

Ig1.1., after seeds from the wild rubber tree had been illegalþ exported to Britain

and were used to start competing and cheaper rubber plantations in Malaysia'

Later critics saw this "dependent development" as a new form of colonialism,

expressed in the power exercised by foreign investors. The influence of the U'S'-

owned united Fruit company in central ,\merica was â case in point. Allied with

large landowners and compliant politicians, the company pressured the govern-

ments of these "banana republics" to maintain conditions favorable to U.S. business.

This indirect or behind-the-scenes imperialism was supplemented by repeated IJ.S.

military interwention in support of American corporate interesls in Cuba, Haiti, the

Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, and Mexico. The united States also controlled

the Panama canal and acquired Puerto Rico as a territory in the aftermath of the

Spanish-,\merican'War (see Map 17 .5, page 769)'

Thus, despite Latin America,s domination by people of European descent and its

close ties to the industríalízingcountries of the Atlantic world, that region's histori-

cal trajectory in the nineteenth century diverged considerably from that of Europe

and North America.

AP@ EXAM TIP
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History and l{orse Races
Historians and srudents of history seem endlessly fascinated by ,,firsts"-the 

first
breakthrough to agriculture, the first domestication of horses, the firsr civilization,
the first use of gunpowder, the first printing press, and so on. Each of these firsts
presents a problem of explanation: why did it occur in some particular time and
place rather than somewhere else or at some other time? Such questions have
assumed historical significance because "first achievements" represent something
new in the human journey and because many of them conveyed unusual po*.r,
wealth, status, or influence on their creators.

Nonetheless, the focus on firsts can be misleading as well. Those who accom-
plished something first may see themselves as generaily superior to those who
embraced that innovation later. Historians too can sometimes adopt a winners-and-
losers mentaliry, inviting a view of history as a horse race toward some finish line of
accomplishment. Most first achievements in history, however, were not the result of
intentional efforts but rather the unexpected outcome of converging circumstances.

The Indusrrial Revolution is a case in point. understanding the European
beginnings of this immense breakthrough is certainlyjustified by its pervasive global
consequences and its global spread over the past several centuries. In terms of
human ability to dominate the natural environment and to extract wealth from it,
the Industrial Revolution marks a decisive turning point in the history of our spe-
cies. But Europeans' attempts to explain their Industrial Revolution have ât times
stated or implied their own unique genius. In the nineteenth century, many Euro-
peans saw their technological mastery as a sure sign of their cultural and racial supe-
rioriry as they came to use "machines as the measure of men."33 In pondering the
"why Europe?" question, historians too have sometimes sought an answer in some
distinct or even superior feature of European civilization.

In emphasizing the unexpectedness of the first Industrial Revolution, and the
global context within which it occurred, world historians have attempted to avoid
a "history as horse race" outlook. Clearly, the fìrst industrial breakthrough in Brit-
ain was not a selËconscious effort to win a race; it was the surprising outcome of
countless decisions by neany people to further their own interests. Subsequently,
however, other societies and their governments quite deliberately tried to ."tch ,rp,
seeking the wealth and power that the Industrial Revolution promised.

The rapid spread of industrializarion across the planet, though highly uneven,
may diminish the imporrance of the "why Europe?" issue. Just as no one views
agriculture as a Middle Eastern phenomenon even though it occurred first in that
region, it seems likely that industrialization wil be seen increasingly as a global
process rather than one uniquely associated with Europe. If industrial sociery proves
to be a sustainable future for humankind-and this is presently an open question-
historians of the future may well be more inreresred in the pattern of its global
spread and in efforts to cope with its social and environmental consequences than
in its origins in 'Western Europe.
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Chapter Review

What's the Significance?

steam engine, 740

lndian cotton textiles, 743-44

middle-class ualues, 7 47 -49
lower middle class, 749

Karl Marx, 751-53

Ellen Johnston, 752-53

Labour Party, 754-55

Luddites, 758-59

socialism in the United States, 762

Progressives, 762

Russian Revolution of 1905,764-65

caudillos, 7 67

Latin American exPort boom, 768

Mexican Revolutìon, 7 7 1 -7 2

dependent develoPment, 77 2

Big Picture Questions

1, What did humankìnd gain from the lndustrial Revolution, and what did it lose?

2, ln what ways might the lndustrial Revolution be understood as a global rather than simply a Euro-

pean phenomenon?

3. How might you situate the lndustrìal Revolution in the long history of humankind? How do you think

the materìal covered in this chapter will be viewed 50, 100, or 200 years ìnto the future?

4. Looking Back: How did the lndustrial Revolution interact with the Scientiflc Revolution and the

French Revolution to generate Europe's modern transformation?

Next Steps: For Further StudY

John Charles Chasteen, Born in Blood and Fire(2006).4 lively and well-written account of Latin America's

turbulent history since the sixteenth century.

Jack Goldstone, Why Europe? The Rise of the West in Wortd History, 1500-1850(7009), An original syn-

thesis of recent research provided by a leading world historian.

DavidS,Landes, TheWealthandPovertyof Na¡rons(1998).Anargumentthatculturelargelyshapesthe

possibllities for industrialization and economic growth.

Robert B, lVarks, Ihe 1rigins of the Modern World(2007). An effective summary of new thìnking about the

origins of European ìndustrialization.

peter Stearns, The tndustrial Revolution in Wortd History(1998). A global and comparative perspective on

the lndustrial Revolution.

peter Waldron, The End of lmperial Russia, 1855_í917 (1997). A brief account of Russian history during its

early industrialization.

Bridging World History, Unìts 18 and 19, http://www.learner.org/channel/courses/worldhistory. An innova-

tive world history Web site that provides pictures, video, and text dealing with "Rethinking the Rise of

the West" and "Global lndustrialization."

"A History of Women in lndustry," http://www.nwhm.org/online-exhibits/industry/womenindustry-intro

.html. An exhibit of the National Women's History Museum that provides commentary, images, and

primary sources about the lives of American women during the lndustrial Revolution.
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Voices of European Socialism

¡\ mong the ideologies and social movements that grew out of Europe's
L rlndustrial Revolution, none was more important than socialism. The
socialist dream of equality, justice, and community has an ancient pedigree,
but the earþ currents of modern socialism took shape during the fìrst quarter
of the nineteenth century in the minds of various thinkers-the Englishman
Robert owen and the Frenchman charles Fourier, for example-both of
whom were appalled by the social divisions rhar industrial society generared.
As an altemative, they proposed small-scale, voluntary, andcooperative com-
munities, and their followen actually established a number of such experi-
mental groups in Europe and the united States. But they seldom lasted long
and never spread wideþ.

Far more important were the socialist ideas and movements inspired by
the writings ofKarl Marx, who disdained the voluntary communities as mereþ
"utopian." The historical signifìcance of Marxist sociarism was immense. It
offered an exuberant and thoroughly modern praise of the Industrial Revolu-
tion, embracing the new science and technolo gy thatgenerated such amazing
wealth. But Marx also provided a devastating critique of the social inequali-
ties, the economic instability, and the blatant exploitation that accompanied
this process. In shorr, Marx distinguished shaqply berween the technological
achievements of industrialization and the capitalist socioeconomic system in
which it occurred. Marxist thinking shaqpened the social conflics that char-
actenzed industrializing Europe by dramatically highlighting, and simplify-
ing, those conflicts. on one side ofthis great divide was the wealthy industrial
business class, the bourgeoisie, those who owned and managed the mines,
factories, and docks of an industnahzing Europe. on the other stood the
proletariat, the workers in those enteqprises-often impoverished, exploited,
and living in squalid conditions.

In the political realm, Marx's ideas inspired a variety of movements and
parties that aimed ro creare the socialist sociery that he predicted. By the end
of the nineteenth century, socialism had become a major element of Euro-
pean political and intellectual life, and it enjoyed a modesr presence in rhe
united States andJapan and among a handful of intellectuals elsewhere. For
many people, those ideas also served as a way of understanding the world,
perhaps akin to a religion, or as a substitute for religion. Marxism offered an
alternative model for industrializing societies, imagining a future that would

77s
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more fully realizethe promise ofmodern industry and more equally distribute

its benefits. Thus nineteenth-century Marxism provided the foundation for

twentieth-century world communism as it took shape in Russia, China,

Vietnam, Cuba, and elsewhere.

The documents thar follow illustrate some of the ways that Marxist

socialism was expressed and debated within a nineteenth-century European

context.

Source 17.1

Socialism According to Marx

The life ofKarl Marx (1818-1883) coincided with perhaps the harshest phase

of capitalist industrialization in Europe. At that time, an encompassing market

economy was rudely shattering older institutions and traditions, but the ben-

efits ofthis new and highiy productive system were not yet widely shared (see

pages 746-66). But in this brutal process, Marx discerned the inevitable

approach ofa new world. Source 17.1 presents excerpts from the most famous

of Marx's writings, The Communist Manfesto, fìrst published in 1848. In this

effort and throughout much of his life, Marx was assisted by another German

thinker, Friedrich Engels (1820-1895), the son of a successful textile manu-

facturer. Engels became radicalized as he witnessed the devastating social

results of capitalist industrialization. Marx and Engels's Manfesto begins with

a summary description of the historical process. Much of the document then

analyzes what the authors call the "bourgeoisie" or the "bourgeois epoch,"

terms that refer to the age of industrial capitalism-

r How do Marx and Engels understand the motor of change in human

history? How do they view the role of class?

I 'What are their criticisms of the existing social system? What do they see

as its major achievements?

r Why do they believe that the capitalist system is doomed?

I What kind of society do Marx and Engels envisage after the collapse of
capiralism? why do they believe that only a revolution, "the forcible

overthrow of all existing social conditions," will enable the creation of a

socialist sociery?

I Which of Marx and Engels's descriptions and predictions ring true

even now? In what respects was their analysis disproved by later

developments?
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K¡nr Manx aNo Fnrnumcn Eucprs

The C ommuníst Manífesto
1848

-l-h. history of all hitherto existing sociery is the
I history of class struggles. Freeman and slave,

patrician and plebeian, lord and serf, guild-master
and journeyman, in a word, oppressor and
oppressed, stood in constant opposition to one
another, carried on an uninterrupted, now hidden,
now open fight, a fight that each time ended,
either in a revolutionary reconstitution of sociery
at large, or in the conunon ruin of the contending
classes. . - .

Our epoch, the epoch of the bourgeoisie, pos-
sesses, however, this distinct feature: it has simpli-
fied class antagonisms. Sociery as a whole is more
and more splitting up into two great hostile camps,
into two great classes directly facing each 6¿þs¡-
bourgeoisie and proletariat.

Modern industry has established the world
market, for which the discovery of ,\merica paved
the way. This market has given an immense devel-
opment to commerce, to navigation, to comrnuni-
cation by land. . . .

[T]he bourgeoisie has at last, since the estab-
lishment of Modern Industry and of the world
market, conquered for itself, in the modern repre-
sentative state, exclusive political sway. The exec-
utive of the modern state is but a committee for
managing the common affairs of the whole
bourgeoisie. . . .

The bourgeoisie, wherever it has gor the upper
hand, has put an end to all feudal, patriarchal, idyl-
lic relations. It has pitilessly torn asunder the mot-
ley feudal ties that bound man ro his "natural
superiors," and has left no other nexus between
people than naked selÊinterest, than callous "cash
payment." It has drowned out the most heavenly
ecstasies of religious fervor, of chivalrous enthusi-
asm, of philistine sentimentalism, in the icy water
of egotistical calculation. It has resolved personal
worth into exchange value, and in place of the
nurnberless indefeasible chartered freedoms, has

set up that single, unconscionable freedom-Free
Trade. In one word, for exploitation, veiled by
religious and political illusions, it has substituted
naked, shameless, direct, brutal exploitation.

The bourgeoisie has srripped of its halo every
occupation hitherto honored and looked up to
with reverent awe. It has converted the physician,
the lawyer, the priest, the poet, the man ofscience,
into its paid wage laborers.

The bourgeoisie has torn away frorn the fam-
ily its sentimental veil, and has reduced the family
relation into a mere money relation. . . .

It has been the first to show what man's activiry
can bring about. It has accomplished wonders far
surpassing Egyptian pyramids, Roman aqueducts,
and Gothic cathedrals. . . .

The need of a constantly expanding market
for its products chases the bourgeoisie over the
entire surface of the globe. It must nestle every-
where, settle everywhere, establish connections
everywhere. . . .

All old-established narional industries have
been destroyed or are daily being desrroyed. They
are dislodged by new industries, whose introduc-
tion becomes a life and death question for all civi-
lized nations, by industries that no longer work up
indigenous raw rnaterial, but raw material drawn
from the remotest zones; industries whose prod-
ucts are consumed, not only at home, but in every
quarter of the globe. In place of the old wants, sar-
isfied by the production of the country, we find
new wants, requiring for their satisfaction the prod-
ucts of distant lands and climes. In place of the old
local and national seclusion and selÊsufiìciency, we
have intercourse in every direction, universal inter-
dependence ofnations. . . .

The bourgeoisie, by the rapid improvemenr of
all instruments of production, by the immensely
facilitated means of communication, draws all,
even the ll1ost barbarian, nations into civilization.
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The cheap prices ofcommodities are the heavy artil-

lery with which it forces the barbarians' intensely

obstinate hatred of foreigners to capitulate. It com-
pels all nations, on pain of extinction, to adopt the

bourgeois mode of production; it compels them to

introduce what it calls civilization into their midst,

i,e., to become bourgeois themselves. In one word,
it creates a world after its own image'

The bourgeoisie has subjected the country to
the rule of the towns. It has created enormous cit-
ies, has greâtly increased the urban population as

compared with the rural, and has thus rescued a

considerable part of the population from the idiocy

of rural life. Just as it has made the country depen-

dent on the towns, so it has made barbarian and

semibarbarian countries dependent on the civilized
ones, nations ofpeasants on nations ofbourgeois,
the East on the West. . . . The bourgeoisie, during
its rule of scarce one hundred years, has created

more massive and more colossal productive forces

than have all preceding generations together. Sub-
jection of nature's forces to man, machinery, appli-
cation of chemistry to industry and agriculture,

steam navigation, railways, electric telegraphs, clear-

ing ofwhole continents for cultivation, canalizabion

of rivers, whole populations conjured out of the

ground-what earlier century had even a presen-

timent that such productive forces slumbered in
the lap of social labor? . . .

It is enough to mention the commercial crises

that, by their periodical return, put the existence of
the entire bourgeois society on its trial, each time

more threateningly. . . . In these crises, there breaks

out an epidemic that, in all earlier epochs, would
have seemed an absurdity-the epidemic of
overproduction. . . .

But not only has the bourgeoisie forged the

weapons that bring death to itsele it has also called

into existence the men who are to wield those

weapons-the modern working çl¿35-¡þe
proletarians. . . .

These laborers, who must sell themselves piece-

meal, are a commodity, like every other article of
coûunerce, and are consequentþ exposed to all the

vicissitudes of competition, to all the fluctuations

of the market.

Owing to the extensive use of machinery, and

to the division of labor, the work of the proletari-
ans has lost all individual character, and, conse-

quentþ, all charm for the workman. He becomes

an appendage of the machine, and it is only the

most simple, most monotonous, and most easily

acquired knack, that is required of him. . . .

Masses oflaborers, crowded into the factory, are

organized like soldiers. As privates of the industrial
army, they are placed under the command of a per-

fect hierarchy ofofiìcen and sergeants. Not only are

they slaves of the bourgeois class, and of the bour-
geois state; they are daily and hourþ enslaved by
the machine, by the overlooker, and, above all, by
the individual bourgeois manufacturer himself. . . .

The lower strata of the middle class-the small

tradespeople, shopkeepers, and retired tradesmen

generally, the handicraftsmen and peasants-all
these sink gradually into the proletariat' . . . Thus,

the proletariat is recruited from all classes of the

population. . . .

This organization of the proletarians into a class,

and, consequentþ, into a political party, is contin-
ually being upset again by the competition betvveen

the workers themselves. But it ever rises up again,

stronger, fìrmer, mightier. . . .

Finally, in times when the class struggle nears

the decisive hour, . . . a small section of the ruling
class cuts itself adrift, and joins the revolutionary
class, the class that holds the future in is hands. . . '
'\X/hat the bourgeoisie therefore produces, above

all, are its own grave-diggers. Its fall and the vic-
tory of the proletariat are equally inevitable. . . .

We have seen above that the first step in the

revolution by the working class is to raise the pro-
letariat to the position of ruling class, to win the

battle of democracy.
The proletariat will use its political supremacy

to wrest, by degree, all capital from the bourgeoi-
sie, to centralize all instruments of production in
the hands of the state, i.e., of the proletariat orga-

nized as the ruling class; and to increase the total
productive forces as rapidly as possible.

Of course, in the beginning, this cannot be

effected except by means of despotic inroads on
the rights of property. . . .
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These measures will, of course, be different in
different countries. Nevertheless, in most advanced
countries, the following will be prery generally
applicable.

1. Abolition ofpropercy in land and application of
all rents of land to public pulposes.

2. Aheavy progressive or graduated income tax.
3. Abolition of all rights of inheritance.
4. Confìscation of the properry of all emigrants

and rebels.
5. Centralization of credit in the banks of the

state, by means of a national bank with state
capital and an exclusive monopoly.

6. Centralization of the means of communication
and transport in the hands of the state.

T.Extension of factories and instruments of pro-
duction owned by the srare; the bringing into
cultivation of waste lands, and the improve-
ment of the soil generally in accordance with a

common plan.
8. Equal obligation of all to work. Establishment

of industrial armies, especially for agriculture.
9. Combination of agriculture with manufactur-

ing industries; gradual abolition of all the dis-
tinction betr,veen town and country by a more
equable distribution of the populace over rhe
country.

10. Free education for all children in public schools.
Abolition of children's factory labor in its
present form. Combination of education with
industrial production, etc.

'When, in the course of development, class dis-
tinctions have disappeared, and all production has
been concentrated in the hands ofa vast association
of the whole nation, the public power will lose its
political character. Political power, properly so
called, is merely the organized power of one class

for oppressing another. If the proletariat during its
contest with the bourgeoisie is compelled, by the
force of circumstances, to organize itself as a class;
if;, by means of a revolution, it makes itself the rul-
ing class, and, as such, sweeps away by force the old
conditions of production, then it will, along with
these conditions, have swept away the conditions
for the existence of class antagonisms and of classes

generally, and will thereby have abolished its own
supremacy as a class.

In place of the old bourgeois sociery, with its
classes and class antagonisms, we shall have an asso-
ciation in which the free development of each is
the condition for the free developmenr of all. . . .

The Communists disdain to conceal their views
and aims. They openly declare that their ends can
be attained only by the forcible overthrow of all
existing social conditions. Let the ruling classes

tremble ât a communist revolution. The proletari-
ans have nothing to lose but their chains. They
have a world to win.

Source:John E. Toews, ed., Tlrc Couununíst Manfesto by Korl Marx
and Fredericþ Engels with Related Docunrcnts (Boston: Bedford/St.
Martin's, 1999), 63-96.

Source 17.2

Socialism without Revolution

Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels provided rhe ser of ideas that informed much
of the European socialist movemenr during the second half of the nineteenth
century. organized in various national parties and joined together in inter-
national organizations as well, socialists usually referred to themselves as social
democrats, for they were seeking to extend the principles of democracy from
the political arena (voting rights, for example) into the realm of the economy
and society. By the 1890s, however, some of them had begun to question at
least part of Marx's teachings, especially the need for violent revolution. The
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chief spokesperson for this group of socialists, known as "revisionists," was

Eduard Bemstein (1350-1932), a prorninent member of the German Social

Democratic Party. His ideas provoked a storm of controversy within Euro-

pean socialist circles. Source I7.2 is drawn from the preface of Bemstein's

1899 book, Evolutionary Socialism.

I In what ways and for what reasons was Bernstein critical of Marx and

Engels's analysis of capitalism?

I Why do you think Bernstein refers so often to Engels?

¡ What strategy does Bemstein recommend for the German Social Demo-

cratic Parry?

I What does he mean by saying that "the movement means everything

for me and . . . 'the final aim of socialism' is nothing"?

I '!Vhy would some of Marx's followers have considered Bernstein a

virtual traitor to the socialist cause?

Eouam BrnNsrErN

Ev olutíonørl So cíalísm
t899

Jt has been maintained in a certain quarter that

I the practical deductions from my treatises would
be the abandonment of the conquest of political
power by the proletariat organized politically and

economically. That [idea] . . . I altogether deny.

I set myself against the notion that we have

to expect shortly a collapse of the bourgeois

economy. . . .

The adherents of this theory of a catastrophe

base it especially on the conclusions of the Cont-

munist Manfesto. This is a mistake. ' . .

Social conditions have not developed to such

an acute opposition of things and classes as is

depicted in the Manfesro. It is not only useless, it is

the greatest folly to attempt to conceal this from
ourselves. The number of members of the possess-

ing classes is today not smaller but larger. The

enornous increase of social wealth is not accompa-

nied by a decreasing number of large capitalists but
by an increasing number of capitalists of all degrees.

The middle classes change their character but they
do not disappear from the social scale.

The concentration in productive industry is

not being accomplished even today in all its depart-

ments with equal thoroughness and at an equal

rate. . . . Trade statistics show an extraordinarily
elaborated graduation of enterprises in regard to
size. . . .

In all advanced countries we see the privileges

of the capitalist bourgeoisie yielding step by step

to democratic organizations. lJnder the influence
of this, and driven by the movement of the work-
ing classes which is daily becoming stronger, a

social reaction has set in against the exploiting
tendencies of capital. . . . Factory legislation, the

democratizing oflocal government, and the exten-
sion of its area of work, the freeing of trade unions

and systems of cooperative trading from legal

restrictions, the consideration of standârd condi-
tions of labor in the work undertaken by public
authorities-all these characterize this phase of the

evolution.
But the more the political organizations of

modern nations are democratized, the more the
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needs and opportunities ofgreat political catastro-
phes are diminished. . . .

[Engels] poinrs our in conformiry with this
opinion that the next task of the parry should be
"to work for an unintemrpted increase of its votes"
or to carry on a slow propaganda of parliamentary
actiuity. . . .

Shall we be told that he [Engels] abandoned
the conquest of political power by the working
classes...?

[F]or a long time yet the task of social democ-
racy is, instead of speculating on a great economic
crash, "to orgenize the working classes politically
and develop them as a democracy and to fight for
all reforms in the State which are adapted to raise
the working classes and rransform the State in the
direction of democracy." . . .

[T]he movemenr means everything for me and
that what is usually called "the final aim of social-
ism" is nothing. . . .

The conquest of political power by the work-
ing classes, the expropriation ofcapitalists, are not
ends themselves but only means for the accom-
plishment of certain aims and endeavors. . . . But
the conquest ofpolitical power necessitates the pos-
session of political rights; German social democracy
[must] devise the best ways for the extension of the
political and economic rights of the German work-
ing classes.

Source: Eduard Bemstein, Evolutíonary Socialism, translated by
Edith C. Harvey (New York: Schocken Books, 1961), miv-roo<.

Source 17.3

Socialism and'W'omen

Marxist socialism focused largely on issues of class, but that movement coin-
cided with the emergence of feminism, giving rise to what many socialists
called "the woman question." The main theoretical issue was the source of
female subjugation. Did it derive from private properry and the class structure
of capitalist society, or was it the product of deeply rooted cultural atritudes
independent of class? while middle-class feminists generally assumed rhe sec-
ond view, orthodox Marxist thinking aligned with the fìrsr one, believing
that the lack of economic independence was the root cause of women's sub-
ordination. Their liberation would follow, more or less automatically, after
the creation of socialist societies. on a more practical level, the question was
whether socialist pafties should seek to enroll wornen by actively supporting
their unique concerns-suffrage, equal pay, education, matemiry insurance.
or did such efforts divide the working class and weaken the socialist move-
ment? should socialists treat \À/omen as members of an oppressed class or as

members of an oppressed sex? Among the leading figures addressing such
issues was clarazerþin (1857-1933), a prominenr German socialisr and femi-
nist. In Source 17.3, zetktn oudines the efforts of the German Social Demo-
cratic Parry to reach out to women and describes the party's posture toward
middle-class feminism.

I How would you describe Zetkin's view of the relationship between
socialism and feminism?'Which one has prioricy, in her thinking?
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I Why is she so insistent that the Social Democratic Party of Germany

address the concerns of women? How precisely did it do so?

I Why does she believe that women's issues will be better served

within a socialist framework than in a bourgeois women's rights

movement?

r How might critics-both feminist and socialist-argue with Zetktn?

Crana ZsrnN

The German Socíalíst Women's Mouetnent
7909

f n 1907 the Social-Democratic Parry of Germany
llSOe¡ embraced 29,458 women members, in

1908 they numbered 62,257.. . . One hundred

and fifty lecture and study circles for women have

been established. . . . Socialist propaganda amongst

the workers' wives and women wage-earners has

been carried on by many hundred public meetings,

in which women comrades addressed more par-

ticularly working-class women. . . .

The women's offìce works now in conjunc-
tion with the Parry's Executive. . . . They are to

make a vigorous propaganda that the wage-earning

women shall in large numbers exercise the fran-

chise to the administrative bodies of the State

Sick-Insurance, the only kind of franchise women
possess in Germany. The women comrades were

further engaged to form local com-rnittees for the

protection of children. . . . Besides this, Socialist

\Ã/omen were reminded to found and improve pro-
tective committees for women workers, and col-
lect their grievances on illegal and pernicious con-
ditions of labor, forwarding them to the factory

inspector.
Besides their activiry in that line, the Socialist

women have continued their propaganda in favor

of the full political emancipation of their sex. The
struggle for universal sufFrage . . . was a struggle for
adult suffrage for both sexes, vindicated in meet-

ings and leaflets. . . . The work of our trade unions

to enlighten, train, and organize wage-earning

women is not smaller nor less important than what

the S.D.P. has done to induce women to join rn
political struggles of the working class. . . .

The most prominent feature of the Socialist

women's movement in Germany is its clearness

and revolutionary spirit as to Socialist theories and

principles. The women who head it are fully con-
scious that the social fate of their sex is indis-
solubly connected with the general evolution of
society. . . . The integral human emancipation of
all women depends in consequence on the social

emancipation of labor; that can only be realized

by the class-war of the exploited majoriry. There-
fore, our Socialist women oppose strongly the

bourgeois wometl righters' credo that the women
of all classes must gather into an unpolitical, neu-
tral movement stliving exclusively for women's
rights. In theory and practice they rnaintain the

conviction that the class antagonisms are much
more powerful, effective, and decisive than the

social antagonisms benveen the sexes. . ' . [T]hus
the working-class women will [only] win their
full emancipation . . . in the class war of all the

exploited, without difference of sex, against all

who exploit, without difference of sex. That does

not mean at all that they undervalue the impor-
tance of the political emancipation of the female

sex. On the contrary, they employ much more

energy than the German women-righters to con-
quer the suffrage. But the vote is, according to

their views, not the last word and tern of their
aspirations, but only a weapon-a rneans in
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struggle for a revolutionary aim-the Socialistic
order.

The Socialist women's movement in Ger-
many . . . strives to help change the world by awak-
ening the consciousness and the will of working-
class women to join in performing rhe mosr Titanic

deed that history will know: the emancipation of
labor by the laboring class themselves.

Source: Clara ZetþJn, The Cennan Sotitlist Women's Moyemeilt
(1909; Marxists Intemer Archive , 20O7), http:/ /ww.marxists.org
/ archive / zetkin / 1909 / l0 / 09.hrm.

Source 17.4

Lenin and Russian Socialism

By the late nineteenth century, most -west 
European socialist parties were

operating in a more or less democratic environment in which they could
organize legally, contest elections, and serve in parliament. Some of them,
following Eduard Bernstein, had largely abandoned any rhoughts of revolu-
tion in favor of a peaceful and democratic path to socialism. For others, this
amounted to a betrayal of the Marxist vision. This was particularly the case
for Vladimir Ilyich ulyanov, betrer known as Lenin, then a prominent fig-
ure in the small Russian Social Democratic Labor parry, established in 1g9g.
Lenin was particularþ hostile to what he called "economism" or "trade-
unionism," which focused on immediate reforms such as higher wages, shorter
hours, and better working conditions. He was operating in a still-autocratic
Russian state, where neither political pafties nor trade unions were legal and
where no national parliament or elections allowed for the expression of pop-
ular grievances.

In a famous pamphlet titled what Is to Be Done? (1902), Lenin addressed
many of these issues, well before he became the leader of the world's first
successful socialist revolution in 1.917.

I What were Lenin's objections to economism?

I What kind of party organization did he favor?

I Why did Lenin believe that workers were unlikely to come to a revo_
lutionary consciousness on their own? What was necessary to move
them in that direction?

r 'was Lenin more faithful to the views of Marx himself than the revision-
ists and econornists were?

I In what ways did Lenin's views reflect the specific conditions of Russia?
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LnNIN

What Is to Be Done?
1902

lTthe historv of all countries shows that the

I *orki.rg class, exclusi',rely by its own effort, is

able to develop only trade union consciousness,

i.e., it may itself realize the necessiry for combining
in unions, for fìghting against the employen, and

for striving to compel the government to pass nec-

essary labor legislation, etc. The theory of social-

ism, however, grew out of the philosophic, histo-

rical, and economic theories that were elaborated

by the educated representatives of the propertied

classes, the intellectuals. . . . [I]n Russia. . . it arose

as a natural and inevitable outcome of the develop-

ment of ideas among the revolutionary socialist

intelligentsia.
It is only natural that a Social Democrat, who

conceives the political struggle as being identical

with the "economic struggle against the employen
and the government," should conceive of an "orga-

nization of revolutionaries" as being more or less

identical with an "organization of workers." . . .

[O]n questions of organization and politics, the

Economists are forever lapsing from Social Democ-
racy into trade unionism. The political struggle

carried on by the Social Democrats is far more

extensive and complex than the economic struggle

the workers carr)¡ on against the employers and

the govemment. Similarþ ' . . the organization of a

revolutionary Social Democratic Party must inevi-
tably differ from the organizations of the workers

designed for the latter struggle. A workers' organi-
zation .. . must be as wide as possible; and . . . it
must be as public as conditions will allow. . . . On
the other hand, the organizations ofrevolutionaries
must consist first and foremost of people whose

profession is that of a revolutionary. ' . . Such an

organization must of necessity be not too extensive

and as secret as possible. . . .

I assert:

1. thât no movement can be durable without a

stable organization of leaders to maintain
continuitY;

2. that the more widely the masses are spon-

taneously drawn into the struggle and form
the basis of the movement and participate in
it, the more necessary is it to have such an

organization... .

3. that the organization must consist chiefly of
persons engaged in revolutionary activities as a

profession;

4. that in a country with an autocratic govem-
ment, the more we restrict the membership of
this organization to persons who are engaged in
revolutionary activities as a profession and who
have been professionally trained in the art of
combating the political police, the more diffì-
cult will it be to catch the organization. . ' .

The centralization of the more secret functions

in an organizaÈion ofrevolutionaries will not dimin-
ish, but rather increase the extent and the quality
of the activity of a large number of other orga-

nizations intended for wide membenhip. . . .[I]"
order to "serve" the mass movement we must have

people who will devote themselves exclusively to
Social Democrâtic activities, and that such people

must traín themselves patiently and steadfastþ to be

professional revolutionaries. . . .

Let no active worker take offense at these frank

remarks, for as far as insufiìcient training is con-
cemed, I apply them fìrst and foremost to myself I
used to work in a circle that set itself great and all-
enrbracing tasks; and every member of that circle

suffered to the point of torture from the realization

that we were proving ourselves to be amateurs at a

moment in history when we might have been able

to say, paraphrasing a well-known epigram: "Give
us an organization of revolutionaries, and we shall

overtum the whole of Russia!"

Source: V. L Lenin, What Is to Be Done? @amphlet, 1902; Marxiss

Intemet Archive, 1999), https: / /www.ruxists.orglarchive/lenin
/ works/ 7907 / witbd/index.htm.
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Voices of European Socialism

1. comparing socialisms:'while the various strands of Marxist socialism
in nineteenth-century Europe shared some common views and values,
it was also a shaqply divided movement. How would you describe those
commonalities as well as the divisions and controversies?

2. connecting socialist thinking with the Atlantic revolutions: To
what extent did socialist thinking reflect the concerns of the Atlantic
revolutions explored in chapter 16? In what ways did it diverge from
those earlier revolutionary movements?

3. considering the appeal of Marxism: These documents were written
by intellectuals within the socialist movement. In what ways might their
ideas have appealed to ordinary workers?

4. Considering responses to socialism; With which of the varianr
forms of socialism might Marx himself have been most and least sympa-
thetic? which of them do you think would have had rhe mosr appeal in
the United States? How might a manager or owner of an industrial
enterprise respond to these ideas?




